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JOINT PROPOSAL 

THIS JOINT PROPOSAL (“Proposal”) is made the 28th day of May, 2004, by and 

between Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc. (“Con Edison” or the “Company”), 

Staff of the New York State Department of Public Service (“Staff”), the City of New York, 

Consumer Power Advocates, New York Energy Buyers Forum, Owners’ Committee on Electric 

Rates, Inc., Amerada Hess Corporation, Small Customer Marketer Coalition, Pace Law School 

Energy Project, Natural Resources Defense Council, Association for Energy Affordability, Inc., 

Public Utility Law Project of New York, Inc., National Energy Marketers Association, North 

American Energy, Inc., and other parties whose signature pages are attached to this Proposal 

(collectively referred to herein as the “Signatory Parties”). 

This Proposal was developed pursuant to and in accordance with the New York State 

Public Service Commission’s (“Commission”) Settlement Procedures, as set forth in 16 NYCRR § 

3.9.  Parties were notified of pending settlement negotiations, prior to the commencement of 

negotiations, by electronic and first class mail, on March 18, 2004.1

                                                 
1 A copy of the notice of settlement was filed with the Secretary. 
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All-party settlement conferences were held, with appropriate advance notice to all parties, 

on March 26, 2004, April 1, 2004, April 8, 2004, April 21, 2004, May 19, 2004, May 20, 2004 and 

May 24, 2004.  By agreement of the parties, other smaller breakout groups held various settlement 

meetings and conference calls with prior notice to all parties. 

A. Overall Framework 

On April 22, 2002, the Commission approved a three-year rate plan covering Con Edison’s 

gas service through the rate year ending September 30, 2004, in Case Nos. 00-G-1456 and 97-G-

1380 (“2002 Gas Rate Plan”).  The 2002 Gas Rate Plan provided that base rate revenues would be 

reduced for retail gas sales and gas transportation services by $25 million on an annual basis.   

On December 1, 2000, the Commission approved a four-year rate plan covering Con 

Edison’s steam service through the rate year ending September 30, 2004, in Case No. 99-S-1621  

(“2000 Steam Rate Plan”).  The 2000 Steam Rate Plan provided for a $16.6 million increase in 

steam rates effective for the first rate year, followed by a general freeze in base rates for the 

following three years. 

This Proposal sets forth the terms of a three-year gas rate plan, commencing October 1, 

2004 and expiring September 30, 2007 (“Gas Rate Plan”), and a two-year steam rate plan, 

commencing October 1, 2004 and expiring September 30, 2006 (“Steam Rate Plan”).  The 

components of the revenue requirement, as agreed to by the Signatory Parties, are annexed as 

Appendix A.  For the purposes of this Proposal, “First Rate Year” or “RY1” means the rate year 

ending September 30, 2005; “Second Rate Year ” or “RY2” means the rate year ending September 

30, 2006; and “Third Rate Year ” or “RY3” means the rate year ending September 30, 2007.   
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This Proposal covers the following aspects of Con Edison’s Gas and Steam Rate Plans:   

B. Gas Rates and Revenue Levels 

C. Steam Rates and Revenue Levels 

D. Computation and Disposition of Earnings  

E. Reconciliations 

F. Additional Rate Provisions Common To Gas and Steam Rates 

G. Gas-Only Items 

H. Steam-Only Items 

I. Other Provisions 

B. Gas Rates And Revenue Levels. 

This Proposal covers Con Edison’s gas rates and charges for retail gas sales and gas 

transportation services for the term of the Gas Rate Plan.2

1. Revenue Levels.  The Signatory Parties agree that the revenue requirement for Con 

Edison's gas business for the term of this Gas Rate Plan should be higher than the amount set forth 

in the 2002 Gas Rate Plan.  Two options are presented to the Commission for its consideration 

with respect to implementing the base rate increase.  Under Option A, the increases would be 

staged over the three year term; under Option B, the increases would be implemented, in total, in 

RY1, with base rates frozen in RYs 2 and 3.  The details and composition of the base delivery 

revenue requirement under both Options are set forth on Appendix B.  Under both Options3, the 

base rate increases reflect, among other adjustments, (i) amortization of the $38.5 million 

                                                 
2 Unless specifically stated otherwise in this Proposal, the terms “customers and “base rate” 

when used for gas service apply to the Company’s firm customers, excluding CNG, Bypass 
and Power Generation customers under Service Classification (“SC”) No. 9, and does not 
include the Company’s interruptible or off-peak firm customers. 

3  Unless otherwise specified, the provisions of this Proposal apply to either option. 
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(including interest) set aside in the 2002 Gas Rate Plan to recover World Trade Center (“WTC”) 

costs and (ii) a base rate revenue imputation of $35 million attributable to Non-Firm Revenues, as 

defined in paragraph B.3.  Non-Firm Revenues in excess of $35 million for each of the RYs 1, 2 

and 3 will be shared by customers and the Company in accordance with paragraph B.3. 

i. Option A.  In the First Rate Year, the Company’s base rates will increase 

by $28.7 million.  The Second Rate Year and Third Rate Year base rate increases, which reflect 

estimated increases in pension costs, property taxes and net plant additions, will be $18.4 million 

and $18.3 million, respectively.    

In addition, to settle certain issues as discussed below, the $18.4 million and $18.3 

million rate increases for RY2 and RY3, respectively, reflect a reduction of $17.5 million over 

those two rate years.  That is, the Company’s otherwise required rate increase has been reduced 

by $4.7 million in RY2 (two year impact equates to $9.4 million) and by an additional $8.1 

million in RY3.  To record the Company’s liability for these RY2 and RY3 reductions, the 

Company will, upon Commission approval of this Proposal, record a one-time charge to pre-tax 

earnings of $17.5 million and establish a regulatory liability.  The purpose of this charge is to 

settle unresolved issues raised in this proceeding, including issues related to the Company's 

pension and Other Post-Employment Benefits (“OPEB”) costs and prospective application of the 

provisions of the Commission's Pension Policy Statement.4

ii. Option B.  In the First Rate Year, the Company's base delivery rates will 

increase by $46.8 million.  The Company's base delivery rates will remain fixed at that amount 

                                                 
4 Case 91-M-0890, In the Matter of the Development of a Statement of Policy Concerning the 

Accounting and Ratemaking Treatment for Pensions and Post Retirement Benefits Other than 
Pensions, Statement of Policy and Order Concerning the Accounting and Ratemaking 
Treatment for Pensions and Post Retirement Benefits Other than Pensions (issued September 
7, 1993) (“Pension Policy Statement”). 
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for the Second and Third Rate Years.  As noted above, this increase reflects a reduction in the 

base rates of $17.5 million attributable to settlement of issues raised in this proceeding, including 

those related to the Company's pension and OPEB costs and prospective application of the 

provisions of the Commission’s Pension Policy Statement.  The Company will, upon 

Commission approval of this Proposal, record a one-time charge to pre-tax earnings of $17.5 

million and establish a regulatory liability.  The Company will utilize deferred accounting to 

defer the difference between the portion of the increase attributable to the First Rate Year and the 

portions attributable to the Second and Third Rate Years.5

2. Rate Design.  The Company’s gas delivery rates will be designed to implement the 

base rate increases discussed in section B.1 and a low-income rate program, in accordance with 

Appendix C. 

3. Non-Firm Revenues.  For each Rate Year, the following revenues shall constitute 

“Non-Firm Revenues:”  

i. Net base revenues6 derived from: 
 

                                                 
5 As described in Appendix B, of the total $46.8 million increase under Option B, $28.7 

million (less interest of $200,000 for a total of $28.5 million) is attributable to RY1, with 
$18.3 million remaining to be deferred for RYs 2 and 3. 

6 Net base revenues mean total revenues less the following, as applicable:  taxes, actual cost of 
gas (reflecting, for example, hedging costs and gas supplier take-or-pay charges), balancing 
and associated charges (e.g., cash-out charges and credits), and any revenues included in total 
revenues related to reimbursements for facility costs associated with providing service, 
including, but not limited to, metering and communication equipment, service pipes and 
lines, service connections, main extensions, measuring and regulating equipment and system 
reinforcements and other facilities as necessary to render service.  For example, Con Edison 
will be constructing facilities to serve power generators over the next several years.  The 
Company plans to recover its capital investment from the power generators for these projects 
over terms varying between four to ten years. 
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a. Customers receiving interruptible service under SC 12 Rate 1 and 
SC 9 (Rates B and D);7 and 

 
b. Power generation customers8 receiving interruptible or off-peak 

firm service, including off-peak firm service under SC 9 Rate D(2) 
or special negotiated contract; the New York Power Authority (in 
excess of $3.1 million per Rate Year, which is the level reflected in 
base rates); interruptible or off-peak firm service to Company-
owned power generation, steam and steam-electric plants and 
existing, new and divested power generation facilities owned by 
third parties pursuant to, for example, SC 9 Rate D(1); and 

   
ii. Net revenues derived from the use of interstate pipeline capacity for 

capacity releases;9 for or by customers taking service under off-peak firm 
SC 12 Rate 2; for or by interruptible or off-peak firm customers taking 
service under negotiated bypass SC 9 Rate D(1); for SC 19 and bundled 
sales; and other off-system transactions (e.g., gas supplied to the Company’s 
steam and steam/electric plants); and  

 
iii. Gas balancing revenues derived from gas balancing services provided to SC 

9 and 12 interruptible and off-peak firm customers, CNG, bypass and power 
generation customers and SC 20 marketers serving SC 9 transportation 
customers. 

 

The Company is permitted to retain 100 percent of the first $35 million of Non-Firm 

Revenues during each Rate Year of the Gas Rate Plan, which is the level imputed to base rates.  

Each Rate Year, Non-Firm Revenues above $35 million shall be allocated to customers in the 

following proportions:  (i) 80 percent of the amount in excess of $35 million up to $50 million; (ii) 

                                                 
7 As set forth in Appendix C, paragraph C (recovery of interruptible plant), net base revenues 

will exclude all revenues from a customer commencing service after October 1, 2004 until all 
facility costs from the installation associated with that customer are fully recovered. 

8 For the purposes of this paragraph B.3, power generation customers do not include 
cogeneration or other customers taking off-peak firm service under SC 12 (Rate 2) or SC 9 
Rate C.  

9 Net capacity release revenues means the credits afforded the Company after making any 
necessary adjustments (e.g., the adjustment to the Weighted Average Cost Of Capacity 
applicable to capacity releases to firm customers and/or ESCOs serving firm customers under 
the Company’s capacity release program that became effective November 1, 2001 and any 
amended, extended, or superseding programs). 
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75 percent of the amount in excess of $50 million up to $70 million; and (iii) 90 percent of the 

amount in excess of $70 million.  In the event the Commission adopts Option B in paragraph B.1, 

and except as otherwise provided in this Proposal, 50 percent of Non-Firm Revenues allocated to 

customers will be deferred, with interest, for future customer benefit. 

4. Factor of Adjustment Ratio.    

i. Prospective Ratio 

The monthly Gas Cost Factor (“GCF”) will reflect a Factor of Adjustment Ratio for line 

losses equal to 1.0299 for RY 1, which is based on a RY1 line loss factor (“LLF”) of 2.9%.10  The 

Factor of Adjustment Ratio for line losses for succeeding Rate Years will be calculated so as to 

reflect the Company's three-year average actual line losses.11  However, the Factor of Adjustment 

Ratio will not change if the three-year average actual line losses on which the Ratio is based falls 

within +/- 5% of the prior LLF, and for purpose of calculating the annual GCF reconciliation, the 

applicable LLF will also not change.12  

The Company may petition the Commission to exclude from the calculation(s) for any Rate 

Year the actual lost and unaccounted for percentage(s) for one or more prior Rate Years if the 

Company believes the percentage(s) are anomalous or the result of an error.  In the event the 

                                                 
10 1.0299 is equivalent to a fraction having a numerator of 1 and a denominator of 1 minus .029. 
11 For example, the LLFs for RYs 2 and 3 will be the three year average actual line losses as 

determined for the 36 months ending August 31, 2005 and August 31, 2006, respectively.  
The LLF for each year of the three year average will be calculated using the methodology 
established in this Proposal. 

12 The applicable Factor of Adjustment Ratio will be used to determine the amount of gas to be 
retained by the Company from SC 9 transportation quantities as an allowance for losses. 
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percentage for a prior year is excluded, the next most recent Rate Year’s percentage will be used in 

the calculation.13   

The annual GCF reconciliation will reflect actual gas lost and unaccounted for, calculated 

as follows: 

a. If actual line losses are less than the applicable LLF (e.g., 
2.9% in RY 1), the Company will retain the benefit of the 
difference between the LLF and actual line losses up to and 
including 1% below the LLF (i.e., down to 1.9%), and will 
continue to reflect for the benefit of customers any actual 
line losses more than 1% below the LLF (i.e., below 1.9%); 
and  

 
b. If actual line losses are greater than the applicable LLF (e.g., 

2.9% in RY 1), the Company will bear the cost of the 
difference between the LLF and actual line losses up to and 
including 1% above the LLF (i.e., up to 3.9%), and 
customers will continue to bear the cost of any actual line 
losses more than 1% above the LLF (i.e., above 3.9%); 

 
provided, however, in no event will the Company retain or bear more than $6.25 million for any 

Rate Year related to line loss differentials.  

Actual lost and unaccounted for gas will be calculated as follows:   

Total Distribution Sendout (Marketer, Direct Customer and Con Edison 
deliveries, netting out gas for power generation and LNG injections) vs. 
Total Customer Meter Volumes (i.e., firm sales and transportation, 
interruptible and off-peak firm sales and transportation, Company use, 
netting out gas for power generation). 

 
A sample calculation of the gas lost and unaccounted for methodology is attached as Appendix D.   

 

                                                 
13 For example, if in 2007 the Company successfully claims the 2005 percentage is anomalous 

and should be excluded, the ratio for 2007 would be calculated on the percentages for 2003, 
2004 and 2006. 
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 ii. Disposition of 2003 Petition 

The Company requested suspension of a refund of $5.4 million related to gas line losses for 

the 12 months ended August 31, 2003.  The Commission’s December 23, 2003 Order Concerning 

Reconciliation of Gas Costs, in Case 03-G-1325, et al., provided for the Company to resolve its 

request to eliminate or adjust its refund under the currently-effective line loss incentive mechanism 

in this proceeding.  During the course of this proceeding, the Signatory Parties determined that the 

calculation was not anomalous but that there was a computational error and that the refund should 

be $2.7 million, not $5.4 million.  Further, as of April 2004, the Company refunded $2.77 million 

to customers through the GCF. 

The Signatory Parties agree that this Proposal resolves this matter and that the customers 

have already received the refund to which they are entitled.  The Signatory Parties further agree 

that there are multiple reasonable interpretations of the December 23 Order, including the 

interpretation that Con Edison was not required to make the refund until the Commission issues its 

decision in this proceeding.  In recognition of this interpretation, it is appropriate for Con Edison to 

suspend refunding the difference between the $2.7 million and the $5.4 million discussed in the 

December 23 Order pending Commission action on this Proposal.14  The Signatory Parties 

recommend that the Commission accept this Proposal as a modification to, and in full satisfaction 

of, the requirements of the December 23 Order. 

C. Steam Rates And Revenue Levels. 

The Proposal covers Con Edison’s steam rates and charges for retail steam sales and 

steam transportation service for the term of the Steam Rate Plan. 

                                                 
14 The Company will reconcile any difference between $2.7 million and the actual amount 

refunded in its annual reconciliation of gas costs. 
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 1. Revenue Levels.    The Proposal provides for the increase for the First Rate Year 

to be phased in over the two-year period covered by this Proposal, resulting in an increase in base 

rates for the First Rate Year of $49.6 million and an increase in base rates for the Second Rate 

Year, which also reflects estimated increases in pension costs, property taxes and net plant 

additions, of $27.4 million.  The Company will establish a regulatory asset in RY1 and accrue 

revenues of $13.0 million, plus interest. 15  The accrued revenues will be reversed in RY2.  The 

accrued interest will continue to be deferred for future recovery.   

In addition, to resolve certain issues, including issues related to the Company's pension 

and OPEB costs and prospective application of the provisions of the Commission’s Pension 

Policy Statement, the $27.4 million rate increase for RY2 reflects a reduction of $6.2 million.  To 

record the Company’s liability for this $6.2 million future rate reduction, the Company will, 

upon Commission approval of this Proposal, record a one-time charge to pre-tax earnings of $6.2 

million and establish a regulatory liability. 

 2. Rate Design and Fuel Costs.   

i. Allocation of Base Rate Increase.  The steam base rate increase will be 

allocated to the different service classifications and rates will be designed as described in 

Appendix E. 

ii. Demand Charges.  During the term of the Steam Rate Plan, Con Edison 

will gather billing data that will be utilized by the Signatory Parties to examine the potential 

future implementation of demand charges.  The Company will install demand meters for 

approximately 180 of the SC 2 and SC 3 customers who use more than 14,000 Mlbs per year.   

                                                 
15 Absent the phase-in, the increase in the steam revenue requirement for RY1 would be $62.6 

million. 
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Prior to August 1, 2005, the Company will provide proposed SC 2 and SC 3 demand rates for 

review by the Active Parties before such rates are used for “dummy billing.” 16  Dummy billing 

for these 180 customers will commence by October 1, 2005 and will reflect a billing demand  

equal to the peak usage during the month and a demand ratchet.  The peak period will be 6 AM 

to 11 AM weekdays, November through April.  The Company will use best efforts to provide 

demand data for the winter 2004-2005 period to customers who request such data and have 

demand meters installed by October 1, 2004.  The Company will also use best efforts to provide 

dummy billing on the Company’s website in lieu of mailing dummy bills. 

The Company will continue to install demand metering for all SC 2 and SC 3 customers 

who use more than 14,000 Mlbs per year and shall defer for later recovery any resulting 

metering-related costs not reflected in rates.  The Company will include in its next steam rate 

filing an analysis of customer and Company impacts of extending demand charges to SC 2 and 

SC 3 customers who use less than 14,000 Mlbs per year. 

If demand billing is addressed outside of the next steam rate case, it will be subject to 

Commission approval and it will be based on a theory of revenue neutrality on a class-by-class 

basis, where revenues before and after demand charges will be approximately the same when 

based on a weather-normalized annual period.  If demand billing is addressed within the next 

steam rate case, the Company will identify in its filing all costs to be recovered through the 

demand charge. 

                                                 
16 In addition to the actual bill calculated under the rates in effect under the Steam Rate Plan 

(which is payable by the customer as usual), a “dummy bill”, or sample bill, will be provided 
to the customers calculated under proposed demand-based rates for informational purposes 
only. 
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iii. Other Rate Design Issues.  The Company will retain the applicable terms 

of the SC 6 tariff and, at a minimum, continue the current discount level of the air-conditioning 

incentive program. 

iv. Negotiated Steam Fuel Cost (Rider E)    

 a. A customer may negotiate fuel costs with the Company for a fixed 

volume of its requirements.  For the fixed volume, the Company would charge the customer the 

agreed upon cost for fuel, including all other fuel related (e.g., storage and handling) and 

transaction costs, in lieu of the average cost of fuel.  The customer would pay all rates and 

charges applicable under the customer’s Service Classification exclusive of the monthly Fuel 

Adjustment Clause (“FAC”), but inclusive of the Special Monthly Adjustment component of the 

FAC and the difference between the agreed-upon cost and the base cost of fuel, which difference 

might be a credit or a debit.  

 b. Any steam usage in excess of the agreed-upon volume will be 

served under the rates and charges of the customer’s Service Classification, inclusive of all 

components of the FAC.  If the customer used less than the agreed upon volume of steam in any 

month, the customer will receive a credit for fuel associated with such lesser amount equal to the 

lower of the fuel cost incurred by the Company when the fuel was purchased or the market value 

of the unused fuel.  The proportions of oil, gas and purchased steam to be applied in computing 

the credit and the market price indices to be applied for such sources will be determined by 

mutual agreement of the Company and the customer.  

 c. Customers taking service under Rider E will be permitted to 

aggregate their steam purchases both within a single customer having multiple steam accounts 

and among customers each having one or more steam accounts, provided there is a single 
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financial entity, acceptable to the Company, which is responsible for all applicable customer 

accounts. 

v. Fuel Adjustment Clause.  Variations between the actual cost of the fuel and 

the base cost of fuel will continue to be reconciled through the FAC.  Steam fuel cost expenses 

and steam fuel cost revenues, including the base cost of fuel, the FAC, and the collection of fuel 

costs associated with variance/losses, will be trued-up for each annual period ending September 

30.  Reconciliations of refunds or charges to be credited or collected will be based on estimated 

sales over the subsequent 12-month period starting with the first billing cycle after November 1. 

A portion of the fuel costs associated with line losses will be collected through a fixed 

charge, rather than a volumetric charge.  Accordingly, a portion of the fuel costs equal to $2.2 

million in RY1 and an additional $2.2 million in RY2 will be shifted from usage rates through 

the FAC to the customer charge.  The fixed charge, which will be added to the customer charge, 

will be prorated for the number of days in the billing cycle, and will be implemented on a 

revenue and earnings-neutral basis. 

The Company will recover through the FAC its total fuel costs associated with the actual 

steam system variance, to the extent such costs are not recovered in base rates, except as 

provided below.  The steam system variance will be reconciled at the end of each Rate Year to 

reflect the actual system variance during such Rate Year, subject to the following targets.  If the 

variance is greater than 4,541 MMlbs in any Rate Year, the Company will recover 90 percent of 

the variance-related fuel costs in excess of 4,541 MMlbs.  The Company's exposure for 

unrecovered variance-related fuel costs will not exceed $5 million in any Rate Year.  To the 

extent that the variance is less than 4,322 MMlbs in any Rate Year, the Company will retain 10 

percent of the variance-related fuel cost savings less than 4,322 MMlbs.  In no event will the 
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Company retain more than $5 million in any Rate Year.  Fuel costs associated with the 

exceedance or savings relative to the target variance amounts will be computed by multiplying 

the differences from the target amounts (MMlbs) by the total cost of fuel for such Rate Year 

divided by the total sendout (MMlbs).  The FAC will fully reflect any fuel costs or savings 

associated with the variance above 4,541 MMlbs or below 4,322 MMlbs that exceeds $5 million 

in the Rate Year. 

vi. State Income Taxes.  Commencing October 1, 2004, State Income Taxes 

(“SIT”) for steam will be recovered through base rates, which will replace the current 

mechanism of recovering such tax expenses as a separate percentage increase in rates and 

charges.  The increased revenue requirement includes $4,674,000 of SIT (exclusive of gross 

receipts tax).  In addition, there will be a  decrease of $1,473,000 (excluding gross receipts tax) 

related to the roll-in of the current level of SIT to base rates.   

 3. East River Repowering Project (“ERRP”). 

i. When the ERRP begins commercial operation, the total capital cost of the 

project will be included in Steam Plant In Service consistent with the Commission’s Order 

Concerning Phase II Steam Plan Report, issued December 2, 1999, in Case No. 96-S-1065.  

Capital and operating costs of the ERRP will be allocated between steam operations and electric 

operations as set forth in Appendix F.  The respective electric and steam capital costs will be 

recovered through carrying charges consisting of return on capital costs, depreciation, and taxes.  

The steam carrying charge, as well as Operation and Maintenance expenses (“O&M”) and fuel 

costs allocated to steam operations, will be recovered through the FAC. 

ii. Beginning with the first day of commercial operation of the ERRP, all net 

benefits of the ERRP allocable to steam, estimated by the Company at approximately $36 million 

per year, will be reflected in the FAC.  This shall be accomplished by crediting the FAC for the 
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steam costs that are no longer being incurred and are otherwise reflected in base steam rates and by 

adding to the FAC the costs of the ERRP allocated to steam (including the carrying charge, fuel 

costs and O&M costs).  

iii.  The total carrying charges on capital costs allocable to steam that may be 

recovered through the FAC, as described in sub-paragraph (i), during the term of the Steam Rate 

Plan shall be based on total capital costs (including AFUDC and capitalized property taxes) not to 

exceed $685 million. 

iv. The net benefits produced by ERRP prior to its commercial operation will 

be credited to the capital cost of the project in accordance with the Uniform System of Accounts. 

v. Beginning January 2005, in any month that the ERRP has not begun 

commercial operation by the first day of such month, the Company will credit the FAC for that 

month with the Company’s estimated net benefits for that month (i.e., the monthly benefits totaling 

about $36 million per year).  For the first month in which ERRP begins commercial operation, this 

credit will be prorated to reflect the number of days in the month prior to commencement of 

commercial operation.   

vi. The Company will recover through the FAC the total of any credits 

provided pursuant to subparagraph (v) above for the months of January, February, and March 2005 

over the following 18-month period, without interest, beginning April 2005 (i.e., the remainder of 

the Steam Rate Plan).  The Company may petition the Commission for recovery of any such 

credits provided for any month(s) after March 2005 and any party may oppose the petition. 

vii. In Opinion No. 00-15, the Commission stated that certain operating costs of 

the 74th Street and 59th Street Steam Stations, consisting of O&M costs and property taxes 

estimated to total $23 million per year (“Transferred Costs”), should be ultimately transferred from 
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electric rates to steam rates.  The rate impacts associated with the transfer, when combined with the 

rate impacts associated with this Steam Rate Plan would have a significant adverse cumulative 

impact on steam rates.  The proceeds from the sale of the First Avenue Properties allocated to 

steam should be used, in part, to ameliorate this impact.  Until the net benefits of steam's share of 

the proceeds are reflected in steam rates, the current rate treatment of these costs should continue 

(i.e., the Transferred Costs will continue to be recovered through the Market Supply 

Charge/Monthly Adjustment Clause (“MSC/MAC”) mechanism).  Once the net benefits of steam's 

share of the proceeds are reflected in steam rates, recovery through the MSC/MAC mechanism 

should cease and any Transferred Costs should be included in steam base rates or recovered 

through the FAC.  Prior to making any changes, Con Edison will make a filing with the 

Commission that sets forth the details for implementing this provision. 

viii. The Signatory Parties recognize that the proposed fuel adjustment treatment 

of the net ERRP benefits and the Transferred Costs of the 74th Street and 59th Street Steam 

Stations, set forth in sub-paragraphs (i) and (vii) above, is intended to reflect the timing uncertainty 

in the commencement of commercial operation of the ERRP and the sale of the First Avenue 

Properties and allocation of net proceeds therefrom.  Although the Signatory Parties recognize that 

these provisions are only effective for the term of this Proposal, they agree that the allocation of 

fuel, O&M and capital costs of ERRP set forth in Appendix F fairly distributes the cost of ERRP 

based on principles of cost causation and should continue beyond the term of the Steam Rate Plan.  

The allocation of capital costs for ERRP between electric and steam is anticipated, based on the 

current working estimate, to be two-thirds to electric and one-third to steam.  Should the actual 

capital costs vary from the current working estimate or the Commission rule that any capital costs 
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were not prudently incurred, the allocation between electric and steam may be adjusted per the 

provisions of Appendix F. 

D. Computation And Disposition Of Earnings.   

Following each of RYs 1, 2 and 3 for Gas and RYs 1 and 2 for Steam, Con Edison will 

compute its gas and steam rates of return on common equity capital for the preceding Rate Year.  

The Company will provide to Staff the computations of earnings no later than 60 days after the end 

of each Rate Year.   

If the level of earned common equity return in any Rate Year exceeds 11.75 percent 

(“Earnings Sharing Threshold”), calculated as set forth below and as may be adjusted pursuant to 

paragraph E.8, the amount in excess of 11.75 percent shall be deemed “shared earnings” for the 

purposes of this Proposal, and one-half of the revenue equivalent of any shared earnings will be 

deferred for the benefit of customers and the remaining one-half of the revenue equivalent of any 

shared earnings will be retained by the Company. 

For purposes of determining whether the Company has earnings above the Earnings 

Sharing Threshold:  

 i. The calculation of return on common equity capital will be computed from 

the Company’s books of account for each Rate Year, excluding the effects of (i) Company 

incentives and penalties for gas (e.g., paragraph G), (ii) the adjustment mechanisms for lost and 

unaccounted for gas (paragraph B.4) and the steam variance (paragraph C.2), (iii) the Company’s 

share of Non-Firm Revenues in excess of the $35 million imputation (paragraph B.3), and (iv) 

any other Commission-approved ratemaking incentives allocated to the Company after the date 

of this Proposal;  
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 ii. Such earnings computations will reflect the lesser of (i) an equity ratio 

equal to 50.0 percent or (ii) Con Edison’s actual average common equity ratio to the extent that it 

is less than 50.0 percent of its rate making capital structure; and 

 iii. For purposes of calculating earnings for steam, the net revenue effect of 

steam sales related to colder-than-normal weather shall be excluded in the manner provided in 

the 2000 Steam Rate Plan and more fully described in Appendix G. 

E. Reconciliations. 

The Company will reconcile the following costs to the levels provided in rates (as set forth 

in Appendices H and I).  Except as provided in paragraph E.1, the reconciliations of RY1 and RY2 

for steam service and RY1, RY2, and RY3 for gas service will be deferred and recovered from 

customers or credited to customers after expiration of the Steam and Gas Rate Plans, respectively, 

in a manner to be determined by the Commission.   

 1. Property Taxes.   If the level of actual expenditures for property taxes (excluding 

the effect of property tax refunds or credits) varies in any Rate Year by more than 2.5% (plus or 

minus) from the levels provided in rates, which are set forth in Appendix H, any variations in 

excess of 2.5% will be deferred and recovered from or credited to customers in the manner 

described above.  However, if the deferred amounts after RY2 for gas service exceed $10 million, 

the Company will recover the amount above $10 million during RY3 through the Monthly Rate 

Adjustment (“MRA”). 

 2. Interference (Other Than Company Labor).   If the level of actual non-

Company labor interference expenses (e.g., contractors’ costs) varies in any Rate Year by more 

than 2.5% (plus or minus) from the levels provided in rates, which are set forth in Appendix H, any 

variations in excess of 2.5% will be deferred and recovered from or credited to customers in the 
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manner described above.  Con Edison will continue to coordinate and plan its interference work 

with the affected municipalities in order to reduce costs for customers. 

3. Plant Additions.   If at the end of any Rate Year, average net  plant is less than the 

amount set forth in Appendix I (“Capital Target”), the Company will defer the revenue 

requirement impact of any shortfall below the targeted levels and such deferred amount will be 

credited to customers in the manner described above. 17  The targeted levels are the dollar amounts 

stated on Appendix I and are not related to any specific projects.  The revenue requirement will be 

calculated by applying an annual carrying charge factor of 13.7% for gas and 13.4% for steam 

(representing a combination of rate of return and depreciation) to the portion of the shortfall. 

For any new capital project for gas that is greater than 5% ($9 million) of the capital 

expenditures targeted for RY2 and RY3, or for steam that is greater than 5% ($2 million) of the 

capital expenditures targeted for RY2, the Company may petition the Commission to defer the 

carrying charges associated with these new capital project(s) for recovery in a manner to be 

determined by the Commission.   

4. Pensions/OPEBs.   The Company will implement the Pension Policy Statement for 

gas and steam operations, effective October 1, 2004.  The provisions of the Pension Policy 

Statement include, but are not limited to, the provision to reconcile actual pension/OPEB expenses 

to the level allowed in rates as set forth in Appendix H. 

The Company agrees that, as a condition for being permitted to implement the provisions 

of the Pension Policy Statement, it will not, during the term of these Rate Plans or thereafter,  

                                                 
17 The targeted levels are 97.5 percent of the projected average net plant in service balances 

reflected in the revenue requirements in Appendix A. 
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without Staff’s prior concurrence, seek to deviate from the Pension Policy Statement for gas and 

steam operations.  

The gas and steam pension/OPEB expense or credit recorded prior to October 1, 2004 

will not be eliminated from the Company’s earnings base or capitalization for ratemaking 

purposes. 

5. Environmental Remediation.   If the level of actual expenditures for site 

investigation and remediation (“SIR”),18 including expenditures associated with former  

manufactured gas plant (“MGP”) sites, Superfund and 1994 DEC Consent Order Appendix B 

charges, allocated to gas and steam operations varies in any Rate Year from the levels provided in 

rates, which are set forth in Appendix H, such variation will be deferred and recovered from or 

credited to customers after expiration of the Gas and Steam Rate Plans, respectively.  The deferred 

balances subject to interest will be reduced by accruals, insurance recoveries, associated reserves 

and deferred taxes. 

6. Pipeline Integrity Costs – New York Facilities Charges.   The New York 

Facilities Agreement is a joint operating agreement among Con Edison and the KeySpan 

Delivery Companies (“KeySpan”), which provides for sharing of certain costs.  Among the costs 

to be shared are the costs that the companies incur to comply with new federal requirements that 

require gas companies, like Con Edison and KeySpan, to develop and implement an integrity 

management program for their affected gas facilities using in-line inspection, hydro or pressure 

testing, or direct assessment. 

                                                 
18 SIR costs are the costs Con Edison incurs to investigate, remediate or pay damages 

(including natural resource damages, with respect to industrial and hazardous waste or 
contamination spills, discharges, and emissions) for which Con Edison is deemed 
responsible.  SIR costs are net of insurance reimbursement (if any); provided, however, that 
nothing herein will require the Company to initiate or pursue litigation for purposes of 
obtaining insurance reimbursement. 
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The Company’s projected share of KeySpan’s pipeline integrity costs are reflected in the 

gas rates for RYs 1, 2 and 3, as an estimated annual amount of $1 million.  The Company will 

defer the difference in any Rate Year between the $1 million rate allowance to actual payments 

made to KeySpan for pipeline integrity programs and such amounts will be recovered from or 

credited to gas customers in the manner described above. 

7. Additional Reconciliation/Deferral Provisions.   In addition to the foregoing 

reconciliation provisions for property taxes, interference (other than Company labor), capital 

expenditures, pensions/OPEBs, environmental remediation, and pipeline integrity costs (New York 

Facilities Agreement charges from KeySpan), all other applicable existing reconciliations and/or 

deferral accounting will continue in effect through the terms of the Gas and Steam Rate Plans, 

respectively, and thereafter until modified or discontinued by the Commission, including but not 

limited to FAS 109 taxes, MTA taxes, the FAC, GCF, and MRA mechanisms.    

The treatment of deferred WTC capital costs allocated to gas and steam operations will 

be in accordance with the Commission's determination in Case 01-M-1958 and subject to interest 

at Con Edison’s allowed pretax AFUDC rate of return.  The Company will continue to seek 

recovery for all WTC costs from governmental agencies and insurance carriers.  All recoveries 

will be applied to reduce the deferred balance. 

8. Limitations on Deferrals.   When calculating the level of earned common equity 

return for gas and steam that may be subject to sharing under section D of this Proposal, the 

Company will make the following adjustments if its earnings exceed an 11.75% return on equity: 

i. For earnings above 11.75% but less than or equal to 15.0%, the Company 

will reduce expenses (debits) deferred for later recovery pursuant to this Proposal, up to 50% of 
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the deferral; provided, however, that such reduction in deferrals will not cause the resulting 

earnings to decrease below an 11.75% return on equity; and    

ii. For earnings above 15.0%, the Company will reduce expenses (debits)  

deferred for later recovery pursuant to this Proposal, up to 100% of the deferral; provided, 

however, that such reduction in deferrals will not cause the resulting earnings to decrease below 

a 15.0% return on equity; 

provided, however, that deferrals for the GCF and MRA, FAC, deferred taxes and surcharges 

(i.e., MTA Taxes), gas lost and unaccounted for and steam variance incentives and revenue 

adjustments, WTC expenditures, losses on property sales, gas efficiency program costs, and gas 

migration incentives, will be excluded from the deferral limitation outlined above.  

F. Additional Rate Provisions Common To Gas And Steam Rates. 

 1. Depreciation Rates and Reserves.   For gas plant, the average service lives, net 

salvage factors and life tables used in establishing the gas revenue requirement reflect the 

depreciation parameters proposed by the Company in its November 21, 2003 filing.  Amortization 

of interruptible gas plant will be as set forth in section C of Appendix C. 

For steam plant other than ERRP, the revenue requirement reflects the average service 

lives, net salvage factors and life tables proposed by Staff, which results in a calculated reserve 

deficiency below 10%, thereby eliminating the need to amortize the existing reserve deficiency as 

proposed by the Company.  For ERRP, the project investment will be depreciated using the 

parameters proposed by the Company.   

The Company will prepare and file with the Commission, by June 30, 2005, new 

depreciation studies that evaluate the impact of the Company’s gas and steam infrastructure 

improvement/replacement programs as well as the obsolescence of equipment.  The rates for gas 

and steam during the Gas and Steam Rate Plans, respectively, will not be changed to reflect the 
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results of the studies.  The results of the studies, however, once agreed to by the Signatory Parties, 

may be reflected in the Company's next rate filings for its gas and steam systems, respectively. 

2. NYS Corporate Business Tax (SIT).   As discussed herein, the existing SIT 

surcharge mechanism will continue in effect to refund the remaining amount of the 2003 SIT 

reconciliation and shall remain in effect as necessary to permit the reconciliation of SIT for January 

through September 2004.  The Company will amend its tariffs to (i) remove the provision for 

recovery of current SIT from the surcharge mechanism, and (ii) to continue the surcharge 

mechanism for reconciliation purposes only. 

3. Interest on Deferred Costs.  The Company is required to record on its books and 

records of accounts various credits and debits that are ultimately reflected in the rates to be 

charged to customers (See, e.g., paragraphs E1-E3, E5 and E6).  Unless otherwise specified in 

this Proposal or by Commission order, the Company will accrue interest on these book amounts 

net of federal and State income taxes at the unadjusted customer deposit rate of interest 

published by the Commission annually.  FAS 109 and MTA Tax deferrals are either offset by 

other Balance Sheet Items or reflected in the Company’s rate base and will not be subject to 

interest.  Interest for deferred purchased gas costs, pipeline refunds, and deferred Non-Firm 

Revenues will be applied in conformance with the gas tariff. 

4. Allocation of Common Expenses/Plant.   During the terms of the Gas and Steam 

Rate Plans, common expenses and common plant will be allocated according to the percentages 

reflected in the gas and steam revenue requirement calculations, respectively.  Should the 

Commission approve different common allocation percentages prior to the next base rate case for 

either or both services, the resulting change in revenue requirement will be deferred on an annual 

basis for future recovery from or credit to customers. 
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5. Property Taxes Refunds and Credits.   Property tax refunds not reflected in the 

respective Rate Plans and resulting from the Company's efforts, including credits against tax 

payments (intended to return or offset past overcharges or payments determined by the taxing 

authority to have been in excess of the property tax liability appropriate for Con Edison), will be 

deferred for future disposition except for an amount equal to fourteen percent of the refund or 

credit which will be retained by the Company.  Incremental expenses incurred by the Company to 

achieve the property tax refunds or credits will be netted against the refund or credit before any 

deferral of the proceeds is calculated.  The fourteen percent retention level will apply to all gas and 

steam property tax refunds and/or credits against tax payments that are received during the terms of 

the respective Rate Plans.  The Company will continue to provide Staff an annual showing of its 

efforts to reduce its property tax obligations. 

G. Gas-Only Items 

1. Retail Access Program  
 

  i. Purchase of Accounts Receivable  

 During the term of the Gas Rate Plan, the Company will offer a Purchase of Receivables 

Program (POR Program) to Energy Service Companies/marketers (ESCOs) who are authorized to 

provide gas commodity service in its territory.19  Under this program, the Company will purchase 

gas commodity service accounts receivable, at a discount and without recourse, on the accounts of 

the Company’s firm transportation customers who receive a consolidated bill from the Company 

that includes gas commodity service provided by the ESCOs.  The Company may petition the 

                                                 
19 The Company estimates that it will be able to implement the POR program during the first 

six months of the Gas Rate Plan.  Any ESCO that is a Signatory Party to this Proposal hereby 
agrees that it will not request the Company to suspend service to any of its customers prior to 
the Company’s implementation of the POR program; disconnection of delivery service and 
termination of commodity service thereafter will be in accordance with subparagraph b. 
below. 
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Commission to discontinue the POR Program for any reason at the end of the Gas Rate Plan.  The 

POR Program is premised on implementation in accordance with the following provisions. 

   a. Discount Rate  

 Con Edison will negotiate with ESCOs the discount rate to be applied to the ESCOs' 

accounts receivable.  The discount rate shall be compensatory, to the extent practicable, so that it 

compensates the Company for its financial risk involved in purchasing ESCO gas or both electric 

and gas receivables, including, but not limited to, the level of the Company's uncollectibles, the 

cost of money associated with the billing and subsequent cash collection from the ESCO 

customers, and the cost of implementing and administering the program.  The discount rate 

applicable to receivables purchased from the commencement of the POR Program through 

calendar year 2005 will be no less than 1-1/4 percent and no greater than 2 percent.  The discount 

rate applicable to receivables purchased during calendar year 2006 will be adjusted to reflect (1) 

the percentage change in the Company’s actual uncollectibles experience, including uncollectibles 

attributable to ESCO customers, in the prior 12-month period and (2) any additional incremental 

costs beyond those included in the initial discount rate associated with POR incurred by the 

Company.  The discount rate applicable to receivables purchased from January 1 through 

September 30, 2007, shall be set in the same manner as the 2006 discount rate. 

 Sixty days before the effective date of the initial discount rate and any subsequent discount 

rate, the Company will notify all Active Parties in Case 03-G-1671 of the opportunity to receive 

information about the discount rate and will provide such information to interested Active Parties 

and to all ESCOs authorized to serve gas customers in Con Edison’s service territory.  ESCOs 

reserve the right to dispute the proposed discount rate.  With respect to the initial discount rate, an 

ESCO may invoke mediation under the Commission’s Office of Hearings and Alternative Dispute 

Resolution if the ESCO believes that the Company has not established the initial discount rate 
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reasonably in accordance with the foregoing criteria applicable to the initial discount.  With respect 

to any subsequent discount, an ESCO may invoke such mediation with respect to any increase in 

the discount rate (but not with respect to the underlying discount rate) if the ESCO believes that the 

Company has not established the increase reasonably in accordance with the foregoing criteria 

applicable to adjustments to the discount rate.  The POR Program exempts the Company from pro-

ration of partial customer payments. 

   b. Disconnection of Service 

 Con Edison, in accordance with applicable provisions of law, may disconnect its delivery 

service and the ESCO’s commodity service to residential customers who fail to make full payment 

of all amounts due on the consolidated billing, including the amount of the purchased ESCO 

receivables.  Residential customers disconnected from utility service under the POR Program shall 

be reconnected to service upon the payment of the arrears that were the subject of the 

disconnection, which may include both delivery and supply charges, or a lesser amount as 

specified in Public Service Law §32(5)(d). 

 Con Edison is also authorized to disconnect its delivery service and the ESCO commodity 

service, in accordance with 16 NYCRR Part 13, to non-residential customers where: (i) the 

customer fails to make full payment of all amounts due on the consolidated billing; (ii) the 

Company purchased the ESCO receivable; and (iii) the ESCO furnishes the Company an affidavit 

from an officer of the ESCO representing to the Company that the ESCO has notified its current 

non-residential customers and will notify its future non-residential customers that Con Edison is 

permitted to disconnect the customer for non-payment of the ESCO charges.  The ESCO will 

indemnify the Company for any cost, expense, or penalty if the customer’s service is discontinued 

for non-payment and the customer establishes that it did not receive such notification.  
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   c. Charge Back

 Where Con Edison reconnects service to a residential customer in accordance with Public 

Service Law §32(5)(d), the Company is permitted to charge back to the ESCO the difference 

between the purchase amount and the amount the residential customer would have been charged as 

a full service customer.  Charge back may be accomplished by netting out the amounts owed the 

Company by the ESCO from the payments otherwise due the ESCO from the Company.   

   d. Billing Options 

 Con Edison is not required to offer additional utility consolidated billing options to any 

ESCO providing either gas or both electric and gas commodity service apart from the consolidated 

billing option available for the POR Program.  ESCOs electing not to participate in the Company's 

POR Program are required to provide their own bill to residential customers under the procedures 

applicable to the dual billing model; ESCOs may continue to offer an ESCO consolidated bill only 

to their non-residential customers in accordance with Con Edison’s existing ESCO consolidated 

bill program using Con Edison’s current data exchange system.  The Company may seek waivers 

of the Uniform Business Practices as they relate to consolidated billing options if necessary to 

implement and/or administer the POR Program, including limiting consolidated billing options to 

those described above, and the Signatory Parties agree to stay silent on or support such Company 

requests. 

  ii. Retail Marketing Program

 Within 30 days of execution of this Proposal, Con Edison will provide to Active Parties in 

Case 03-G-1671 its outline for a Retail Marketing Program (Marketing Program) and convene a 

meeting to confer with interested Active Parties regarding its design of the Marketing Program.  

Under the Marketing Program, willing ESCOs participating in a consolidated billing service from 
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the Company will offer firm residential and small non-residential customers who enroll with the 

ESCO a 7 percent discount from Con Edison's current month Gas Supply Charge for a two-billing  

cycle introductory period,20 provided that each gas account will receive only one discount over the  

term of the Gas Rate Plan.  The Marketing Program will include the following: 

   a. A procedure for customer enrollments reasonably designed to 

provide each ESCO a generally equivalent number of accounts by service type (gas only or electric  

and gas combination service), rate classification, and location.  Customers enrolling through this 

program are not permitted to select a specific ESCO; 

   b. Con Edison will obtain customer authorization, process enrollments 

and provide customer information to the assigned ESCO; 

   c. Calculation by Con Edison of the price to be charged customers 

enrolled under the Program on the two bills issued during the two-billing cycle introductory period;  

   d. A requirement that participating ESCOs provide enrolled customers 

with the terms and conditions, including price, for serving those customers beyond the two billing 

cycle introductory period;  

   e. ESCOs will not penalize a customer who returns to utility service 

following the two billing cycle introductory period; and 

   f. A requirement that ESCOs indemnify the Company against any 

damages, penalties or other costs associated with or arising from a claim that the ESCO 

misrepresented the terms of the ESCO service that was initiated through the Marketing Program. 

                                                 
20 The Company may, after consultation with Staff and with consensus among ESCOs 

authorized to provide service in the Company’s service territory, adjust the 7% discount 
prospectively for the purpose of maximizing both ESCO and customer participation in the 
Marketing Program. 
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 To promote the Marketing Program, Con Edison will use a marketing approach that 

includes but is not limited to the use of customer bill inserts, print advertisements, and call center 

contacts.   The Company may use promotional funds authorized in Section 4 for these purposes. 

  iii. Migration Incentives

 In order to encourage Con Edison to promote retail access in its service territory, the 

Company will receive at the end of each Incentive Period (defined below) a gas migration 

incentive for residential heating and non-residential gas accounts taking firm service that migrate to 

firm transportation service.21  The incentive will be calculated in accordance with the following 

methodology: 

   a. During the Gas Rate Plan, a minimum of 7,500 eligible gas accounts 

must commence taking gas service from ESCOs before a migration incentive can be awarded; 

 b. For customers migrating during the first 15 months of the Gas Rate 

Plan ending December 31, 2005 (the First Incentive Period), the Company will receive an 

incentive for each migrating customer, subject to subparagraphs (a) and (e).  The incentive will be 

$40 for each of the first 10,000 migrating customers (including the minimum 7,500 customers to 

be eligible for the incentive) and $50 for each migrating customer thereafter, and the Company can 

only receive a migration incentive once on each eligible gas account. 

c. For customers migrating during the following 21 months of the Gas 

Rate Plan, beginning January 1, 2006, (the Second Incentive Period), and one-year periods ending 

on September 30 thereafter until the Company's gas rates are reset, the Company will receive an 

incentive of $10 per migrating customer, subject to subparagraph (e), and a  retention incentive 

                                                 
21 For the purposes of migration incentives, migrating customers include new customers that 

commence taking firm transportation service. 
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calculated as set forth in subparagraph (d), provided that the Company can only receive a total 

(migration plus retention) incentive once on each eligible gas account. 

d. The Company will determine the net increase in customers on firm 

transportation service at the end of the Second Incentive Period and subsequent one-year periods 

thereafter over the number of customers who were taking firm transportation service as of the 

beginning of  that period, counting units in multiple dwellings as provided in subparagraph (e).      

If the Company meets the 10,000-customer migration threshold during the First Incentive Period, 

the retention incentive will be the net increase in firm transportation customers times $40; if fewer 

than 10,000 customers migrate during the First Incentive Period but additional customers migrate 

during the Second Incentive Period, the retention incentive will be the net increase for additional 

migration up to 10,000 customers times $30 plus any balance of the net increase times $40.  

Customers who resume taking firm sales service from Con Edison during the Second Incentive 

Period and subsequent one-year periods due to an ESCO's cessation of retail marketing operations 

in or departure from Con Edison's service territory will not be considered in the netting calculation, 

but are subject to the limitation in subparagraph (c) (i.e., such customers will be considered to 

have remained with the ESCO for purposes of calculating the retention incentive)". 

 e. For residential multi-dwelling gas accounts, the Company may 

receive the following migration incentives, subject to the netting in subparagraph (d): 

 No. of Units  Equivalent no. of migrated customers 
       1-10   1 
     11-30    2 
     31-50    3 
     51-100    4 
    > 100    5 

 
 f. The incentive (migration and retention) that the Company may 

receive over the period these provisions remain in effect will be capped at $ 8.5 million; and 
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 g. The migration incentive will be recoverable following the end of 

each Incentive Period by reducing the credits or revenue otherwise due firm customers as used to 

fund the Competitive Retail Choice Credit (“CRCC”); if there are insufficient funds to recover the 

entire incentive due for any period, the Company may recover the balance by means of a surcharge 

to the MRA.  Within 30 days following the end of each Incentive Period, Con Edison will file with 

the Commission verification of migration during that period, the computation of any requested 

incentive, the available credits, and the proposed surcharge, if any.   Any surcharge permitted by 

this provision will be effective 60 days following the end of the period.   

  iv. Retail Choice Promotion 

 Con Edison is authorized to spend up to $3 million for the term of the Gas Rate Plan on 

promotion of gas retail choice in its service territory (the Retail Choice Promotion program or RCP 

program).     

   a. Timing

 Within 30 days of execution of this Proposal, Con Edison will provide to Active Parties in 

Case 03-G-1671 and ESCOs authorized to serve gas customers in its service territory the 

Company’s outline for an RCP Program, including a workplan for the Market Match and Market 

Expo Programs, and an outline for the Company’s Outreach and Education Activities.  The 

Company will convene, within the same time frame, a meeting to confer with interested Active 

Parties regarding events planned for the RCP Program.  The outline will include information about 

program elements and relative levels of proposed expenditure.   
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   b. RCP Activities 

 The RCP program will focus on the promotion of retail access and will include promotional 

advertisement, ESCO meetings, and public events.  The RCP program fund shall also support a 

Market Expo and Market Match program (discussed below), and the Retail Program.   

 Acceptable forms of promotional advertisement will include advertising, direct mailings, 

internet applications and bill inserts. 

   c. Use of Funds

 During the Gas Rate Plan period, Con Edison will use approximately $1 million annually 

for the RCP program but may modify the annual budget as long as the three-year total does not 

exceed $3 million. 

  v. Market Match and Market Expo Programs   

 Con Edison will develop, as a means of facilitating the development of the competitive gas 

market, a Market Match and Market Expo Program in order to provide opportunities for ESCOs 

and Con Edison's non-residential customers with consumption of at least 2500 Dth/year to 

exchange information.  Con Edison may reduce the threshold criteria for customer participation in 

these programs.  The Market Match Program will include: 

   a. A capability on Con Edison's Web site providing a mechanism for 

customers interested in obtaining competitive price offers from ESCOs to provide on-line 

authorization to the ESCO enabling the ESCO to obtain their usage data.  

   b. Notification of the Market Match Program by direct letter to all 

customers with consumption of at least 2500 Dth/yr.   

   c. ESCOs’ use of the customer account number to access customer 

usage information through EDI.   
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   d. ESCO execution of a confidentiality agreement promising not to 

release or use the customer information for any purpose other than the Market Match Program.   

 Con Edison will conduct a minimum of four Market Expos (Expo) over the term of the Gas 

Rate Plan.  Two of the Market Expos will be conducted within 12 months of the approval of this 

Proposal.  The purpose of the Market Expo Program is to bring ESCOs, large non-residential 

customers and Con Edison together to provide a forum for an exchange of information regarding 

retail choice and a platform for customers to receive offers from ESCOs.  Market Expos will 

include:  

   a. An invitation and application for participation in the Expo will be 

provided to all customers with an annual consumption of at least 2500 Dth, subject to the 

Company's option to lower the threshold;   

   b. A presentation on the status of the gas markets in the Northeast 

along with an explanation of Con Edison's retail access rules; 

   c. An opportunity for customers to meet with specific ESCOs; and  

   d. An opportunity for customers to discuss retail access-related 

concerns, if any, with Con Edison.   

  vi. ESCO Satisfaction Survey

 Con Edison will continue to conduct the annual ESCO survey.  Con Edison will consult 

with Staff and ESCOs operating in its service territory to determine if any changes need to be made 

in the existing survey.  The Company should strive to maintain 100% ESCO participation in the 

survey.  Con Edison will report the results of the survey and its plans for addressing marketer 

concerns, if any, identified by the survey in the July 31 Retail Access Report described in 

paragraph (xi). 
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  vii. ESCO/Marketer Ombudsman  

 Within 30 days after the Commission's approval of this Proposal, Con Edison will formally 

announce the designation of a management employee who will be responsible for addressing 

ESCO concerns and issues and who will serve as a liaison between ESCOs and the Company.  

ESCOs will be provided with the Ombudsman's name and telephone number and the Ombudsman 

will be available directly to ESCOs.   

  viii. Competition Awareness and Understanding Survey 

 Con Edison will continue to survey its residential customers annually for the purpose of 

tracking changes in customer awareness and understanding of competition in the gas market.  The 

Company will report the results of the survey in the July 31 Retail Access Report described in 

paragraph (xi). 

  ix. Competition Outreach and Education  

 Con Edison will continue to conduct outreach and education to increase customer 

awareness and understanding of residential and non-residential competitive choice and the 

Company's "Power Your Way" Program.  Acceptable forms of Outreach and Education will 

include market research (approximately $175,000 per year), public information campaign 

(approximately $685,000 per year), customer contact (approximately $300,000 per year), and 

administrative costs (approximately $100,000 per year).  The estimated annual total cost of the 

Company's outreach and education effort is $1.26 million for each Rate Year of the term of this 

Proposal.  Individual elements of the budget may be adjusted by the Company.  The Company will 

notify Staff of any adjustment that is expected to exceed 20 percent. 

 All retail access promotion material and messages, including "Power Your Way" materials 

and messages, will clearly identify Con Edison's affiliation with the "Power Your Way" program.    
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  x. Bill Format

 Within 30 days after the Commission's approval of this Proposal, Con Edison will meet 

with Staff and ESCOs operating in its service territory to discuss the Company's current bundled 

bill format and possible formatting changes consistent with the outcome of Case 00-M-0504.  Until 

the Commission orders a different bill format to be implemented in Case 00-M-0504 concerning 

bill format and such format is implemented, the Company agrees to provide a bill message on firm 

sales customers' bills identifying the charges associated with the supply of gas commodity for the 

billing period.   

  xi. Retail Access Report 

 Con Edison will file, with copies to all active parties to Case 03-G-1671, on January 31 and 

July 31 of each Rate Year, a report that includes the following: 

   a. Retail Choice Promotion Overview (retail marketing program, 

promotional advertising, market match, and market expo) 

    •  activities and expenditures for the prior six months 
 • planned activities and expenditures for the subsequent six 

months or longer, as appropriate 
 
   b. Competition Outreach and Education 

    • activities and expenditures for the prior six months 
 • planned activities and expenditures for the subsequent six 

months or longer, as appropriate 
    • Customer Awareness and Understanding Survey results 
   • ESCO Satisfaction Survey results and the Company's plans 

for addressing improvement opportunities identified by the 
survey 

  
   c. Migration Data 

   • total number of customers migrated, including customers 
who have migrated from ESCO to ESCO and who have 
resumed taking firm sales service from the Company after 
previously migrating to ESCOs  
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   • migration data associated with the retail marketing program 
   • details on the calculation of the incentive, as known 
 
For the purposes of subparagraphs (a) and (b), for the reports due January 31 each year, the prior 

six months means the period July 1 through December 31 and the subsequent six months means 

the period January 1 through June 30; for the report due July 31 each year, the prior six months 

means the period January 1 through June 30 and the subsequent six months means the period July 

1 through December 31.  Further, with respect to the foregoing reports, the Company will provide 

to Staff, pursuant to the Commission's trade secret regulations, commercially sensitive migration 

data and a confidential report of the raw data obtained during the survey processes, including the 

names of the participating gas marketers but without attribution of the raw data to individual 

marketers, and excluding the names of  participating customers, and to the Signatory Parties, 

high-level summaries of the feedback received from marketers and customers during the survey 

processes, the Company's plans to address concerns, if any, identified by the marketers during 

the survey process, and non-commercially-sensitive migration data.  

2. Competitive Retail Choice Credits 
 
The Signatory Parties agree that implementation of the POR Program and the Retail 

Program is premised upon the continuation of the CRCC mechanism described herein. 

The 24.0 cents per Dth CRCC applicable to bills of the Company’s SC 9 firm 

transportation customers, which is based on various considerations including avoided 

uncollectibles on gas supply costs and scheduled to expire on October 1, 2004, will continue for 

the term of the Gas Rate Plan.  The current $0.65 per bill credit applicable to SC 9 firm 

transportation customers receiving consolidated bills from marketers will also continue for the Gas 

Rate Plan.  The Company will also continue to use 1.2 cents per dekatherm in lieu of determining 

net, verifiable incremental avoided costs of any and all kinds associated with providing firm 
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transportation services (“Avoided Charge Surrogate”) for existing levels of migrated load.  The 

Avoided Charge Surrogate for load migrating during the period these provisions remain in effect 

will be 1.2 cents plus the equivalent value of the POR discount adjusted to exclude incremental 

costs included therein. 

The Company shall be kept whole for:  (1) net aggregate CRCCs applied on customers 

bills, 24.0 cents per Dth less the applicable Avoided Cost Surrogate; and (2) the $0.65 per bill for a 

consolidated bill credit provided to firm transportation customers when the ESCO is providing the 

consolidated bill, first by reducing the following credits or revenues otherwise due customers: (a) 

interstate pipeline refunds deferred as of September 30, 2004 that were not used to provide for net 

aggregate CRCCs for the period prior to October 1, 2004; (b) interstate pipeline refunds received 

during the term of the Gas Rate Plan; and  (c) customer charges deferred as of September 30, 2004 

and charges collected from customers during the term of the Gas Rate Plan related to customers’ 

failure to comply with the terms and conditions of the Company’s interruptible, off-peak firm and 

power generation services.  If the funding sources outlined above are not sufficient to fully fund net 

CRCCs and consolidated billing credits, any such amounts will be recovered via a surcharge to the 

MRA applicable to firm sales and firm transportation customers. 

The Company will continue to participate in the Commission’s Unbundling Phase of the 

Competitive Markets Proceeding, Case No. 00-M-0504, according to the procedural schedule.  If a 

decision in the Unbundling Phase is issued prior to or during the term of the Gas Rate Plan, the 

effective date for implementing the Commission’s unbundling decision will be no earlier than 

October 1, 2007. 
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3. Marketer Assignment Proposal and Gas Balancing 

The Company will make changes to its gas tariff and gas Sales and Transportation 

Operating Procedures (“GTOP”), as more fully set forth in Appendix J, to implement a new gas 

marketer assignment program, and amend provisions relating to cash-outs/imbalances and 

operational flow orders.   

The Company will also pursue the development of a mechanism for the automatic netting 

of imbalances, also as more fully described in Appendix J.   

4. Gas Energy Efficiency Program 
 
A gas energy efficiency program in Con Edison’s service territory (“the Efficiency 

Program”) and a gas energy efficiency study (“the Study”) will be implemented during the term of 

the Gas Rate Plan in accordance with the parameters discussed below.   

 i. Advisory Group.  Upon Commission approval of this Proposal, Staff will 

forthwith convene an advisory group to review and make recommendations concerning the 

conduct of the Efficiency Program and scope of the Study.  The advisory group will include Staff, 

Con Edison, New York City, Westchester County, and representatives of environmental groups 

and low-income and other customer classes.  An invitation for membership and participation in the 

advisory group will also be extended to the New York State Energy Research and Development 

Authority (“NYSERDA”).  In no event will the advisory group be larger than 12 members; if more 

than 12 parties seek to join the advisory group, parties with common interests will meet amongst 

themselves and appoint an appropriate number of representatives. 

 ii. Program Administration.  The Signatory Parties agree to first offer 

administration of the Efficiency Program to NYSERDA.  In the event that NYSERDA declines the 

offer to administer the Efficiency Program, Con Edison agrees to administer it.  The Program 
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Administrator will design, in consultation with the advisory group, specific gas energy efficiency 

programs consistent with the provisions in this Proposal.  The Program Administrator will submit 

proposals for gas energy efficiency programs to the Commission for approval.  The filing for each 

program shall include, at a minimum, program details and recommendations for implementation, 

estimates of administrative and implementation costs, gas savings (in therms), customer bill 

savings, environmental and societal benefits, and estimates of lost revenues that may be incurred 

by the Company as a result of the program.  The first of these program filings will be submitted to 

the Commission within three months of its approval of this Proposal.  The Signatory Parties 

reserve their rights to support, oppose, or seek to modify any such filing except with respect to 

issues resolved by this Proposal. 

 iii. Funding.  The Efficiency Program will be funded at an amount of $5 

million until gas rates are reset by the Commission, and the Study will be funded at an amount of 

$200,000.  The Program Administrator will have the flexibility to frontload the funding if doing so 

is determined by the Administrator, after consultation with the  advisory group, to be the most 

beneficial manner of promoting gas efficiency.  Funding levels for this program may be increased, 

if approved by the Commission, based on the findings of the gas energy efficiency study, discussed 

below, the recommendations of the Program Administrator and any other comments filed by the 

Signatory Parties.  

The $5 million funding established for the gas energy efficiency program will only be used 

for new gas energy efficiency programs or to supplement and expand any existing gas efficiency 

programs and shall not be used as a substitute for, or to replace, any existing gas efficiency funding 

under the System Benefit Charge (SBC) program.  The funding shall cover, at a minimum, 

administrative and program costs as well as lost revenue recovery and will be recovered from all 
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firm customers through the MRA applicable to SC 1, 2, 3 and SC 13 customers and corresponding 

SC 9 firm transportation customers over a twelve month period.  The allocation of funding for the 

gas energy efficiency program will be approximately as follows:  50% on low-income gas 

efficiency programs (including low-income weatherization and programs for owners of multi-

family housing with low-income tenants); 25% on other residential gas efficiency programs, 

including single family and multi-family buildings; and 25% on commercial gas efficiency 

programs.   

 Funding for the Study will be recovered from all firm customers through the MRA 

applicable to SC 1, 2, 3 and 13 customers and corresponding SC 9 firm transportation customers 

over a 12-month period.  The Signatory Parties agree to contact NYSERDA to ascertain the 

possibility of obtaining matching funds for the Study. 

If the Commission adopts an SBC for gas customers then all funding associated with this 

program will be modified accordingly.  The existing gas energy efficiency programs under 

operation at that time should be continued and funded under a gas SBC program. 

 iv. The Study.  A comprehensive study of the potential to achieve cost-

effective gas efficiency savings for Con Edison's service territory will be commissioned by the 

Program Administrator.  An independent consulting firm shall be selected, pursuant to a request for 

proposals (“RFP”), to undertake the Study.  The Program Administrator, in consultation with the 

advisory group, will issue the RFP as soon as practicable, but in no event later than 120 days after 

Commission approval of this Proposal.  The winning bidder will be required to complete the Study 

within six months of the RFP award.  

 The Study will include an examination of all of the following:  gas price reduction benefits; 

gas usage and bill reduction benefits; environmental and other societal benefits; potential program 
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designs; implementation recommendations; lost revenue recovery mechanism recommendations; 

an evaluation and quantification of the proposed program costs; and a comparison of the costs and 

benefits of each proposed program.  

  v. Filing Requirements.  The Program Administrator and the advisory group 

will work to resolve issues related to:  expenditures for the payment of the Study, the Efficiency 

Program and associated lost revenues; and the methodology for calculating lost revenues.  The 

Program Administrator will work to achieve consensus with the advisory group, but will make 

final recommendations to the Commission on its own. The Signatory Parties reserve their rights to 

support, oppose, or seek to modify any such recommendations. 

Additionally, the Program Administrator will file an annual report with the Commission, 

within 60 days after the end of each rate year.  The report will include, for each gas energy 

efficiency program, the following information:  the number of participating customers; gas 

savings; bill savings; environmental and societal benefits; a comparison of the costs and benefits; 

the amount and percentage of discounts and/or incentives provided; and the amount expended for 

the Rate Year and the total amount expended to date.  The advisory group will review the status of 

the gas energy efficiency programs at least annually. 

 Upon the completion of the Study and consultation with the advisory group, the Program 

Administrator will promptly submit the Study, together with its recommendations with respect to 

the Efficiency Program set forth in this Proposal, to the Commission for consideration.  The 

Signatory Parties reserve their rights to support, oppose, or seek to modify any such 

recommendations. 

 5. Customer Satisfaction.   A customer satisfaction incentive, calculated annually, 

will continue for the term of the Gas Rate Plan and thereafter.  Levels of customers’ satisfaction 
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will be determined by surveys performed semi-annually by an outside vendor selected by the 

Company.  The surveys will be designed to measure customers’ satisfaction with the handling of 

calls to the Emergency Response Center relating to gas service.  Should the average of the two 

system-wide satisfaction survey indices for any Rate Year fall below 88.1%, Con Edison will 

provide a credit to customers, as directed by the Commission.  The gross amount of the credit will 

be calculated proportionately from zero at a satisfaction level of 88.1% or above, up to a maximum 

of $3.3 million at a satisfaction level of 87.5% or below.  System-wide emergencies will not be 

included in surveys conducted under this provision. 

Con Edison will submit reports on its performance of the customer satisfaction surveys 

twice a year following performance of each survey.  

6. Safety Performance  
 
 i. Leak Management - Year-End Total Backlog:  If the year-end total leak 

backlog (types 1, 2, 2A and 3) exceeds 1,800 for calendar years 2005, 2006 and/or 2007, the 

following negative rate adjustment will be applied to the benefit of firm customers, as directed by 

the Commission:  

  1,800 or less  No adjustment  
  1,801 to 1,900  $250,000 
  1,901 to 2,000   $375,000 
  Above 2,000  $500,000 

 ii. Leak Management – Year-End Workable Backlog:  If the year-end 

workable leak backlog (types 1, 2 and 2A) exceeds 100 for calendar years 2005, 2006 and/or 2007, 

the following negative rate adjustment will be applied to the benefit of firm customers, as directed 

by the Commission: 
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  100 or less   No adjustment 
  101 to 110   $250,000 
  111 to 130   $375,000 
  More than 130  $500,000 
 

 iii. Leak Response - 30-Minute Response Time:  For each of the Company's 

RUML22 years 2005, 2006 and 2007, if Con Edison does not respond to gas leak calls within 30 

minutes for at least 73%, 74% and 75%, respectively, of the calls, a $500,000 negative rate 

adjustment will be applied to the benefit of firm customers, as directed by the Commission; 

provided, however, there will be no adjustment in any year in which the Company responds to at 

least 85% of all gas leak calls within 35 minutes. 

Gas leak calls resulting from mass area odor complaints, major weather-related occurrences 

and other circumstances outside of the Company’s control are excluded from the calculations for 

the 30- and 35-minute response times. 

 iv. Leak Response - 45-Minute Response Time:  For each of the RUML years 

2005, 2006 and 2007, if Con Edison does not respond to gas leak calls within 45 minutes for at 

least 95% of the calls, a $500,000 negative rate adjustment will be applied to the benefit of firm 

customers, as directed by the Commission. 

Gas leak calls resulting from mass area odor complaints, major weather-related occurrences 

and other circumstances outside of the Company’s control are excluded from the calculations for 

the 45-minute response time. 

 v. Damages to Gas Facilities Resulting from Mismarks and Company or 

Company Contractors:  If the total number of damages to Company gas facilities resulting from 

mismarks made by the Company with respect to the location of Company facilities plus damages  

                                                 
22 RUML is a calendar year less one pay week. 
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to Company facilities made by the Company employees or Company-retained contractors exceeds 

the targets set forth below for calendar years 2005, 2006 and/or 2007, the negative rate adjustment 

associated with such target will be accrued and applied to the benefit of firm customers, as directed 

by the Commission, subject to the conditions and adjustments set forth below; provided, however, 

no adjustment shall be levied for any year if the total damages over the three years is equal to or 

less than 260: 

  2005 –  90 or less  No adjustment 
    91 – 100  $100,000  
    101 – 110  $200,000  
    111 or more  $300,000   
 
  2006 –  80 or less  No adjustment 
    81 – 90   $100,000   
    91 – 100  $200,000  
    101 or more  $300,000   
 
  2007 –   70 or less  No adjustment 
    71 – 80   $100,000   
    81 – 90   $200,000    
    91 or more  $300,000 
 
The determination of annual negative rate adjustments (if any) applicable to calendar years 

2005, 2006 and 2007 will be deferred until the end of calendar year 2007 pending a comparison of 

total damages for the three calendar years to a total of 260.  As noted above, if the total for the 

three calendar years is 260 or less, there will be no negative rate adjustments applicable to any Rate 

Year. 

The annual targets are based on the existing ratio of 100 damages to the 77,576 one-call 

tickets received in 2003.  These targets will be adjusted up or down for any annual increase or 

decrease in actual ticket volume in excess of 10% of 77,576 tickets (the “historical level”).  For 

example, if the Company experiences a 12% increase in ticket volume over the historical level in 

2006 (i.e., 86,885), the target level of 80 damages would be increased to 82. 
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A damage to a gas facility shall be as defined in 16 NYCRR § 753-1-2.  Damages by 

Company employees or Company-retained contractors resulting from a mismark of the same 

Company facilities shall be counted once, as a mismark, to avoid double-counting.    

7. Miscellaneous Tariff Changes.   The Company will implement the following tariff 

changes as generally described below  

i. Clarifying tariff changes will be made to the provisions describing the SC 2 

and 3 monthly minimum charge applicable to dual fuel firm customers as applying to: (a) an 

existing SC 2 or 3 firm customer who converts from gas-only to dual fuel equipment or (b) a dual 

fuel firm customer whose annual usage increases to 100,000 therms or above after commencing 

service;  

ii. The SC 20 tariff will be amended to eliminate the Virtual Storage Option 

Service; 

iii. The definitions of a firm transportation customer's deficiency and surplus 

imbalances contained in SC 9 will be changed to charge or credit the customer for line losses by 

multiplying the deficiency or surplus imbalance by the factor of adjustment ratio used in 

determining the GCF for the Company’s full service sales customers, as explained in paragraph 

B.4;  

iv. The tariff provisions contained in SC 12 and the corresponding SC 9 

provision related to customer prepayments for facility costs will be amended to remove the current 

two-year net revenue test and establish the prepayment/two-year net revenue criteria as one type of 

incentive available from the Company to customers who would not otherwise elect interruptible 

gas service;  
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v. The general information section of the tariff will be amended to provide for 

the following: 

Any firm customer commencing service on or after October 1, 2004, who has dual-

fuel capability and whose actual usage for any annual period during the five year period 

commencing with the first month in which the customer began service, falls below 50% of the 

customer’s Annual Allocation (i.e., estimated annual energy requirement), shall be responsible for 

reimbursing the Company for the cost of any main reinforcement work done for the customer.  

Reimbursement shall be in the form of a main reinforcement surcharge (“the Surcharge”), designed 

to recover the cost of the main reinforcement less 50% of any net base revenue collected from the 

customer during any annual periods prior to commencement of the Surcharge, and increased to 

include return, depreciation, taxes and O&M.  The Surcharge shall be collected monthly over a 

five-year period and shall be reduced by 50% of any net base revenue collected from the customer 

during each month of the Surcharge.  However, such reduction shall not exceed the monthly 

amount of the Surcharge.  Whenever cumulative net base revenue collected equals or exceeds the 

costs being recovered through the main reinforcement surcharge, or after a period of ten years 

following commencement of the Surcharge, the Surcharge shall cease. 

vi. The applicability section contained in SC 2 will be amended to allow 

religious customers, community residences (supportive or supervised living facilities) and veterans 

posts to take gas service under this service classification even if they are taking electricity service 

under residential rates.  Although the existing practice of requiring dual service customers to be 

classified as either residential or non-residential for both gas and electric services is appropriate, 

this change expands the eligibility criteria to enable such dual service customers to enjoy the same 

benefits enjoyed by customers receiving these service from two separate utilities. 
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vii. A new provision will be added to the rate sections contained in SC 12 Rate 

B and SC 9 Rate C of the gas tariff whereby the Company will consider a request by an off-peak 

firm customer to individually negotiate a separate delivery rate.  Within one week of receipt of 

acceptable documentation, the Company will provide a response to the customer if the request is 

rejected.    To be eligible for the negotiated rate, a customer’s estimated annual energy 

requirements must be equal to or greater than 3.0 million therms. 

 The negotiated rate shall be fixed for a term no less than three consecutive months; 

provided, however, that the customer will continue to be subject to a minimum charge equivalent 

to the product of fifty percent of the customer’s annual energy requirements multiplied by the 

applicable tariff rate (i.e., 8.0, 7.5 or 7.0 cents per therm for the first 500,000 therms of usage per 

month and a one cent per therm reduction off such rates for usage over 500,000 therms per month) 

for the term of the customer’s agreement (i.e., one, two or three years).  The negotiated rate 

agreement may include such other terms as the Company deems necessary and appropriate.  

 The Company will provide to the Signatory Parties and Staff within 75 days of the effective 

date of this Proposal proposed changes to the Company’s GTOP regarding the process that the 

Company will generally follow in considering a customer request for a negotiated rate for delivery 

service (e.g., customer submission of acceptable documentation that demonstrates, to the 

Company’s satisfaction, that customer has energy alternatives at a cost below the applicable tariff 

rate).  The terms of each negotiated rate will be filed with the Commission as an addendum to the 

Company’s tariffs consistent with current tariff requirements on the filing of negotiated rate 

agreements. 
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H. Steam-Only Items 

 1. Economic Development 

 The continued viability of Con Edison's steam system depends in significant part on 

growing the customer base and increasing steam sales.  As part of an overall effort to promote the 

growth of the steam business, the Company will modify its SC 5 tariff, extend and modify the 

steam main extension program, work with a Steam Business Development Task Force, and 

develop an Energy Infrastructure Master Plan.  In addition, the Company will contract for a Steam 

Production Study. 

2. SC 5 Tariff 

 The SC 5 tariff rate provides flexibility for the Company and the customer in attracting and 

retaining steam customers.  Where a viable threat of competition exists, the SC 5 tariff permits the 

Company to negotiate a special rate for the customer.  As an effort to promote the Company's 

steam business and use of the SC 5 rate, the Company will file tariff leaves implementing the 

following modifications to the SC 5 tariff, within 30 days from the date of Commission approval of 

this Proposal: 

 i. The Company will respond to requests for SC 5 service within 30 calendar 

days; 

 ii. When requested by a customer, Con Edison will provide the basis for its 

decision not to offer a negotiated rate under the SC 5 tariff within 15 business days of the date of 

such decision; 

 iii. A customer who either fails to receive a negotiated rate or objects to the rate 

offered under the SC 5 tariff may appeal the Company's decision to the Department of Public 

Service's Director of Economic Development and Policy Coordination; 
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 iv. Unless otherwise agreed to by the customer and upon full disclosure, the 

negotiated rate under the SC 5 tariff shall not  exceed the tariff rate in effect for or applicable to the 

customer at the time of the execution of the SC 5 contract; and 

 v. Con Edison shall provide marginal cost calculations to Staff and may 

request trade secret protection for such calculations.  The Company shall use marginal costs 

appropriate to the length of the SC 5 contract.23   

 3. Service Lines and Steam Main Extensions/Reinforcements 

Currently, Con Edison’s steam tariff specifies the respective rights and obligations of the 

Company and prospective customers with respect to the connection of customers whose premises 

are within 100 feet of the Company’s existing steam mains/lines.  To assist in attracting new steam 

customers, all such rights and obligations will be made applicable to customers whose premises are 

within 250 feet of the Company’s existing steam mains/lines.  Because the revenue requirement for 

the Steam Rate Period is predicated upon the existing 100 feet criteria, the Company is permitted 

to defer, for later recovery, the additional costs incurred as a result of the tariff changes under this 

paragraph H.3. 

To further assist in attracting new customers, while fairly allocating the responsibility for 

the cost of serving such customers, the tariff terms for Prepayment for Extension or Reinforcement 

of Steam Mains/Lines will be modified as follows:  For customers requiring an extension or 

reinforcement in excess of 250 feet, Con Edison shall estimate the pure base revenue to be 

provided by the prospective customer over a two-year period.  If such estimated revenue is less 

than the expenditure involved, the customer may make a prepayment covering the estimated cost 

of such extension or reinforcement less the two-year pure base revenue.  During the first ten years 

                                                 
23 Where short run marginal costs are used, they shall not include capital costs. 
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starting from the date when service is first supplied, the prepayment will be credited to the 

customer, without interest, in monthly installments equal to one-tenth of the amount collected in 

each bill for steam supplied to the customer.  The unrefunded prepayment, if any, remaining at the 

expiration of the said ten year period, or at the end of a lesser period in the event that the use of 

steam is permanently discontinued at the customer’s premises, will be retained by the Company.  

Alternatively, a customer meeting the Company’s credit standards may opt to pay the estimated 

cost of such extension or reinforcement, less the two-year pure base revenue, in annual payments 

over a ten-year period, payable at the anniversary of the commencement of service, equal to the 

excess of (i) the annual carrying costs over a ten-year period for the extension or reinforcement 

over (ii) one-tenth of the amount collected in bills for steam service from the customer over the 

preceding 12-month period.  The alternative payment arrangement is intended to provide the 

Company with full recovery of all capital and carrying costs associated with the main extension or 

reinforcement.  Therefore, the annual payments of a customer selecting this alternative will be 

reduced by contributions that additional steam customers connected to the extended steam main are 

required to make. 

 4. Steam Business Development Task Force

 A Steam Business Development Task Force (Task Force) will be formed to develop a 

detailed Steam Business Development Plan (Development Plan).  The Task Force will establish 

rules relating to confidentiality of information exchanged among the Task Force members or 

obtained by the Task Force from other sources. 

  i. Membership 

 The Task Force will be comprised of representatives of the active parties to Case 03-S-

1672.  The size of the Task Force shall not exceed 15 members and shall contain at least one 

representative from consumer, public interest, and steam supplier groups.  The Task Force will be 
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led by core members, who shall include no more than two representatives each from the 

Department of Public Service, Con Edison, New York City Economic Development Corporation, 

and New York State Empire State Development (Core Task Force Members). 

  ii. Implementation and Coordination 

 The Task Force shall meet at least quarterly during the term of the Steam Rate Plan.  The 

first quarterly meeting of the Task Force will take place no later than 30 days from the date of 

Commission approval of this Proposal. 

 The Task Force may, and is encouraged to, consult with representatives of equipment 

manufacturers, engineering firms, building owners and managers, contractors, and other interested 

parties to obtain information and solicit ideas for attracting new steam customers. 

 The Task Force will coordinate with the existing steam air conditioning working group, 

which is comprised of representatives from New York City, Con Edison, NYSERDA, and 

equipment manufacturers.  The Task Force will offer the steam air conditioning working group 

assistance in the development and application of NYSERDA Program Opportunity Notices and 

funding for steam air conditioning programs.  Additionally, the Task Force will, where appropriate, 

coordinate its efforts with New York City's and New York State's redevelopment efforts for lower 

Manhattan. 

  iii. Reporting Requirements 

 Con Edison will periodically report to the Task Force on the Company's progress in 

attracting new steam customers, particularly with respect to any new construction projects in New 

York City exceeding 150,000 square feet.  Additionally, the Company will report on its efforts to 

attract the following projects, including, but not limited to: Department of Sanitation facility to be 

constructed on 11th Avenue in the West 30's, Javits Convention Center expansion, New York 
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Sports and Convention Center, Battery Park City, First Avenue Properties, various hospital 

expansions and developments, and the World Trade Center redevelopment. 

 5. Steam Business Development Plan

 The target for submission of the Development Plan and proposed implementation schedule 

to the Commission is March 2005. 

 The Development Plan will, at a minimum: 

  i. Identify market sectors and geographic areas suitable for expansion of 

steam service, identify market risks and obstacles impeding the growth of steam sales and 

recommend the means to overcome them; 

  ii. Investigate with applicable equipment vendors means of reducing the 

financing cost and other financial arrangements for purchasing or leasing steam equipment; 

  iii. Explore the use of business incentives, including negotiated rates, to 

promote load growth; 

  iv. Set sales growth targets and hold educational workshops and meetings for 

contractors, building owners and managers, architects, engineers and equipment manufacturers to 

increase knowledge of steam benefits; and 

  v. Develop mechanisms for monitoring steam business development. 

 Any party, including Task Force members, is permitted to submit comments to the 

Commission regarding the Development Plan. 

 6. Cost Recovery

 Reasonable incremental costs incurred by the Company as a result of the Development 

Plan will first be offset by any steam sales growth realized during the Steam Rate Plan that is 
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incremental to the sales forecast reflected in this Proposal and that is directly attributable to the 

Development Plan.  The remaining costs may be deferred for later recovery. 

 7. Energy Infrastructure Master Plans

 Con Edison in coordination with the Department of Public Service and New York City 

Economic Development Corporation, and with input from other City agencies and NYSERDA, 

will develop and complete an Energy Infrastructure Master Plan (Master Plan) for each of the areas 

in New York City for which major redevelopments are under consideration (e.g., Downtown 

Manhattan, Hudson Yards area, Greenpoint, Downtown Brooklyn).  The Master Plans will 

examine the major service options (i.e., electric, gas, and steam, where applicable), for the 

redevelopment area and provide recommendations for additional demand-side management 

techniques.  The Master Plans will also identify major cost and associated considerations (e.g., 

environmental and space limitations) for each service option.   

Con Edison will also coordinate with the Department of Public Service and the County of 

Westchester’s Director of Economic Development, with input from other county agencies, 

municipalities, and NYSERDA, to develop and complete a Master Plan for each of the areas in the 

County for which major redevelopments are under consideration.  The Master Plans will examine 

the major service options (i.e., electric and gas, where applicable) for the redevelopment area and 

provide recommendations for additional demand-side management techniques.  The Master Plans 

will also identify major cost and associated considerations (e.g., environmental and space 

limitations) for each service option. 

 A timetable will be established by the participants for completion of each Master Plan; best 

efforts will be used to complete the Master Plans for Downtown Manhattan and the Hudson Yards 

within one year of Commission approval of the Proposal.   
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The Company may defer the incremental cost incurred in connection with the Master Plans 

for later recovery, with the costs for each plan apportioned among gas, steam and electric 

customers using common plant allocations. 

 8. Steam Production Study

 The Company will contract for an investment-grade study of long-term steam production 

options.  The Company may defer the cost of the study for later recovery.  The study must be 

developed and performed by an independent engineering firm.  The independent engineering firm 

shall be procured through a Request for Proposal process.   

 The scope of the study will be developed in coordination with the Department of Public 

Service and New York City Economic Development Corporation, and with input from other 

members of the Task Force.  Generally, the study will examine the Company's present costs of 

production at each steam unit and estimate costs for the next 20 years, analyze the potential of, and 

cost for, repowering Hudson Avenue, 74th Street, and 59th Street, consider other alternative steam 

production sources to existing steam plants, evaluate emission reduction benefits, and address other 

related issues identified by the Task Force.  

Cost projections will be treated as confidential data and shall not be disclosed to any party 

(including steam supplier representatives) other than the core members of the Task Force. 

9. Miscellaneous Tariff Change.   The Company will implement a tariff change for 

its steam repair program, to permit the Company to charge customers based on the estimated cost 

for the repair as well as for pricing the materials used at fair market value, plus handling costs.    

I. Other Provisions 

1. Rate Changes.    

The provisions of this Proposal will continue after the Third Rate Year for gas and the 

Second Rate Year for steam, respectively, unless and until changed by Commission order.  
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Nothing herein precludes Con Edison from filing a new general gas rate case prior to October 1, 

2007, for rates to be effective on or after October 1, 2007, or from filing a new general steam rate 

case prior to October 1, 2006, for rates to be effective on or after October 1, 2006.  

 Due to the manner in which the Company's steam revenue requirement will be phased-in 

over the two-year term of this Proposal, the Company will prepare and transmit by November 2005 

to Staff its forecast of expected earnings levels for at least the year ending September 30, 2007, 

along with supporting workpapers.  The submission will include cost of service, rate base and 

capitalization schedules and supporting workpapers that will support the calculations of the 

earnings for the period ending September 30, 2007. 

Changes to the Company’s base gas and steam rates during the Gas and Steam Rate Plans, 

respectively, will not be permitted, except for (a) changes provided for in this Proposal and (b) 

subject to Commission approval, changes as a result of the following circumstances: 

 i. A minor change in any individual base rate or rates whose revenue effect is 

de minimis or essentially offset by associated changes in other base rates, terms or conditions of 

service -- for example, an increase in a specific base rate charge in one service classification that is 

offset by a decrease in another base rate charge in the same or in other service classifications.  It is 

understood that, over time, such minor changes are routinely made and that they may continue to 

be made during the term of the respective Rate Plans, provided they will not result in a change 

(other than a de minimis change) in the revenues that Con Edison’s base gas and steam rates are 

designed to produce overall before such changes. 

 ii. If a circumstance occurs which in the judgment of the Commission so 

threatens Con Edison's economic viability or ability to maintain safe, reliable and adequate service 
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as to warrant an exception to this undertaking, Con Edison will be permitted to file for an increase 

in base gas and/or steam rates at any time under such circumstances.   

 iii. The Signatory Parties recognize that the Commission reserves the authority 

to act on the level of Con Edison's base gas and/or steam rates in the event that, in the 

Commission's opinion, Con Edison's gas and/or steam rates are unreasonable or insufficient for the 

provision of safe, reliable and adequate service. 

 iv.   Nothing herein shall preclude Con Edison from petitioning the Commission 

for approval of new services or rate design or revenue allocation changes on an overall revenue-

neutral basis, including, but not limited to, the implementation of new service classifications and/or 

cancellation of existing service classifications.  

2. Legislative, Regulatory and Related Actions. 

 i. If the federal government, State of New York, the City of New York and/or 

other local governments make changes in their tax laws (other than local property taxes, which will 

be reconciled in accordance with section E above) that result in the Company's incurring 

incremental gas costs in an annual amount of $2 million or more or steam costs in an annual 

amount of $0.5 million or more, and if the Commission does not permit the disposition, through a 

surcharge or credit, of any such tax law changes, including any new, additional, repealed or 

reduced federal, state, City of New York or local government taxes, fees or levies, Con Edison will 

defer the full change in expense subject to paragraph E.8 and reflect such deferral as credits or 

debits to customers in the next base rate change, subject to any final Commission determination in 

a generic proceeding prescribing utility implementation of a specific tax law enactment, including 
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Commission determination of any Company-specific compliance filing made in connection 

therewith.24

 ii. If any other law, rule, regulation, order, or other requirement or 

interpretation (or any repeal or amendment of an existing rule, regulation, order or other 

requirement) of the state, local or federal government or courts, including a requirement that Con 

Edison refund its tax exempt debt, results in a change in Con Edison's annual gas and/or steam 

costs or expenses not anticipated in the expense forecasts and assumptions on which the rates in 

this Proposal are based, and in the Company's incurrence of incremental gas costs in an annual 

amount of $2 million or more or steam costs in an annual amount of $0.5 million or more,25 Con 

Edison will defer on its books of account the full change in expense subject to paragraph E.8, 

with any such deferrals to be reflected in the next base rate case or in a manner to be determined 

by the Commission. 

 iii. The Company will retain the right to petition the Commission for 

authorization to defer extraordinary expenditures not otherwise addressed by this proposal. 

3. Provisions Not Separable.    

i. The Signatory Parties intend this Proposal, as it relates to the Gas Rate Plan, 

to be a complete resolution of all the issues in Case No. 03-G-1671.  It is understood that each 

provision of this Proposal is in consideration and support of all the other provisions, and expressly  

                                                 
24 The Company reserves all of its administrative and judicial rights in connection with such 

generic proceeding(s). 
25 For purposes of this Proposal, the $2 million (for gas) and $0.5 million (for steam) thresholds 

will be applied on a case-by-case basis and not to the aggregate impact of changes of two or 
more laws, rules, etc.; provided, however, that these thresholds will be applied on a Rate 
Year basis to the incremental aggregate impact of all contemporaneous changes (i.e., changes 
made as a package even if they occur or are implemented over a period of months) affecting 
a particular subject area and not to the individual provisions of the new law, rule, etc.  
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conditioned upon acceptance by the Commission.  Except as set forth herein, none of the Signatory 

Parties is deemed to have approved, agreed to or consented to any principle, methodology or 

interpretation of law underlying or supposed to underlie and provision herein.  If the Commission 

fails to adopt this Proposal according to its terms, then the Signatory Parties to the Proposal shall 

be free to pursue their respective positions in this proceeding without prejudice. 

ii. The Signatory Parties intend this Proposal, as it relates to the Steam Rate 

Plan, to be a complete resolution of all the issues in Case No. 03-S-1672.  It is understood that each 

provision of this Proposal is in consideration and support of all the other provisions, and expressly 

conditioned upon acceptance by the Commission.  Except as set forth herein, none of the Signatory 

Parties is deemed to have approved, agreed to or consented to any principle, methodology or 

interpretation of law underlying or supposed to underlie and provision herein.  If the Commission 

fails to adopt this Proposal according to its terms, then the Signatory Parties to the Proposal shall 

be free to pursue their respective positions in this proceeding without prejudice. 

4. Provisions Not Precedent.   The terms and provisions of this Proposal apply solely 

to, and are binding only in, the context of the purposes and results of this Proposal.  None of the 

terms or provisions of this Proposal and none of the positions taken herein by any party may be 

referred to, cited, or relied upon by any other party in any fashion as precedent or otherwise in any 

other proceeding before this Commission or any other regulatory agency or before any court of law 

for any purpose other than furtherance of the purposes, results, and disposition of matters governed 

by this Proposal. 

5. Prudence Proceedings.  No Signatory Party is prohibited from participating in any 

prudence proceeding involving matters addressed herein. 
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6. Submission of Proposal.    

i. The Signatory Parties, as they relate to the Gas Rate Plan, agree to submit 

this Proposal as it relates to the Gas Rate Plan to the Commission and to individually support and 

request adoption by the Commission in its entirety as set forth herein.  The Signatory Parties hereto 

believe that the Proposal will satisfy the requirements of Public Service Law §65(1) that Con 

Edison provide safe and adequate service at just and reasonable rates. 

ii. The Signatory Parties, as they relate to the Steam Rate Plan, agree to submit 

this Proposal as it relates to the Steam Rate Plan to the Commission and to individually support 

and request adoption by the Commission in its entirety as set forth herein.  The Signatory Parties 

hereto believe that the Proposal will satisfy the requirements of Public Service Law §79(1) that 

Con Edison provide safe and adequate service at just and reasonable rates. 

7. Effect of Commission Approval.  No provision of this Proposal or the 

Commission's approval of this Proposal shall in any way abrogate or limit the Commission's 

statutory authority under the Public Service Law.  The Parties recognize that any Commission 

approval of this Proposal does not waive the Commission's ongoing rights and responsibilities to 

enforce its orders and effectuate the goals expressed therein, nor the rights and responsibilities of 

Staff to conduct investigations or take other actions in furtherance of its duties and responsibilities, 

8. Further Assurances.   The Signatory Parties recognize that certain provisions of 

this Proposal require that actions be taken in the future to fully effectuate this Proposal.  

Accordingly, the Signatory Parties agree to cooperate with each other in good faith in taking such 

actions. 

9. Execution.   This Proposal is being executed in counterpart originals, and shall be 

binding on each Signatory Party when the counterparts have been executed.   
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Signatory Parties hereto have affixed their signatures 

below as evidence of their agreement to be bound by the provisions of this Proposal on the day and 

year first written above. 

 
CONSOLIDATED EDISON COMPANY 
OF NEW YORK, INC. 
 

Dated:  May _____, 2004   By: ______________________________ 
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NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF 
PUBLIC SERVICE STAFF 
 
 

Dated:  May _____, 2004   By: ______________________________ 
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CITY OF NEW YORK 
 
 

Dated:  May _____, 2004   By: ______________________________ 
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CONSUMER POWER ADVOCATES 
 
 

Dated:  May _____, 2004   By: ______________________________ 
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NEW YORK ENERGY BUYERS FORUM 
 
 

Dated:  May _____, 2004   By: ______________________________ 
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OWNERS’ COMMITTEE ON ELECTRIC 
RATES, INC. 
 
 

Dated:  May _____, 2004   By: ______________________________ 
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AMERADA HESS CORPORATION 
 
 

Dated:  May _____, 2004   By: ______________________________ 
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SMALL CUSTOMER MARKETER 
COALITION 
 
 

Dated:  May _____, 2004   By: ______________________________ 
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PACE LAW SCHOOL ENERGY PROJECT 
 
 

Dated:  May _____, 2004   By: ______________________________ 
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NATURAL RESOURCES DEFENSE 
COUNCIL, INC. 
 
 

Dated:  May _____, 2004   By: ______________________________ 
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ASSOCIATION FOR ENERGY 
AFFORDABILITY, INC. 
 
 

Dated:  May _____, 2004   By: ______________________________ 
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PUBLIC UTILITY LAW PROJECT OF 
NEW YORK, INC. 
 
 

Dated:  May _____, 2004   By: ______________________________ 
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NATIONAL ENERGY MARKETERS 
ASSOCIATION 
 
 

Dated:  May _____, 2004   By: ______________________________ 
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NORTH AMERICAN ENERGY, INC. 
 
 

Dated:  May _____, 2004   By: ______________________________ 
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APPENDIX A 
 

GAS AND STEAM REVENUE REQUIREMENTS
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APPENDIX B 
 

GAS MULTI-YEAR REVENUE REQUIREMENT OPTIONS 
 
 

 



 

APPENDIX C 
 

GAS RATE DESIGN 
 
A. Rate Year 1 

The gas rates will be designed in three steps.  First, rates will be redesigned to provide for 
recovery of: a $335,991 annual revenue loss resulting from the transfer of Service Classification 
Nos. (“SC”) SC 1 and 3 religious institutions, community residences (that are supportive or 
supervised living facilities) and veterans posts that elect to take service under the SC 2 firm gas 
non-residential service classification.  This will be accomplished by increasing the block rates in 
excess of three therms across SC 1, 2, and 3 and the corresponding SC 9 firm transportation rates 
by 0.0004 cents per therm.  No increase will be made to the SC 13 rates, SC 2 and 3 air-
conditioning rates and Riders E,F,G and I rates.  Second, the increased revenue requirement and 
changes related to state income taxes and recovery of low income rate reductions, will be allocated 
to firm service classes as described in paragraphs 1 through 3 below.  Finally, proposed gas 
delivery rates will be designed for each firm service class to collect its respective assigned increase 
as explained in paragraph 4 below.  
 

1. Allocation of Increased Revenue Requirement. 
 

 Under Option A, for the First Rate Year, the total increase in the Company’s revenue 
requirement of $28,700,000, less gross receipts taxes of $1,091,000, but inclusive of $2,061,000 of 
SIT, will be allocated to firm sales and firm transportation customers in SC 1, 2, 3, 9 and 13, in the 
following manner:  (a) SC 1 and the corresponding SC 9 firm transportation sub-class will be 
assigned 1.25 times the overall average delivery rate percentage increase (“average delivery 
increase”); (b) SC 2 heating and the corresponding SC 9 firm transportation sub-class will be 
assigned 0.75 times the average delivery increase; (c) SC 3 and the corresponding SC 9 firm 
transportation sub-class will be assigned the average delivery increase; and (d)  SC 2 non-heating 
and SC 13 and the corresponding SC 9 firm transportation sub-class will be assigned the balance of 
the increased revenue requirement resulting in increases for these classes that will be slightly 
below the average delivery increase.  The overall average delivery rate percentage increase will be 
determined by dividing the Rate Year delivery revenue increase by the total Rate Year delivery 
revenues, as adjusted to recognize the annual loss in revenues resulting from the transfer of 
religious institutions, community residences and veteran’s posts to firm non-residential service. 

 
 Under Option B, the Company will implement a one-time increase of $46,800,000 less 
gross receipts taxes of $1,778,000.  Such increased revenue requirement will be allocated to firm 
sales and firm transportation customers in SC 1, 2, 3, 9 and 13 in the same manner as described 
above. 
 

2. Recovery of Low Income Rate Reductions. 
 
 In order to recover the cost of annual rate reductions to be provided to customers qualifying 
for the low income program in paragraph D below, an additional $1.6 million will be allocated to 
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SC 1, 2, 3 and 13 firm sales classes and the corresponding SC 9 firm transportation sub-classes in 
proportion to each class' delivery revenues for the Rate Year.  This will keep overall Company 
delivery revenues unchanged (i.e., the change is revenue neutral). 

 
3. State Income Taxes. 

 
 Commencing October 1, 2004, SIT will be recovered through base delivery rates from firm 
sales and firm transportation customers. This will replace the current mechanism of recovering 
such tax expenses as a separate percentage increase in rates and charges. As previously mentioned, 
the increased revenue requirement includes SIT related to the rate increase.  The Rate Year SIT 
expense, before the rate increase ($7,249,000 less gross receipts tax of $275,000), will be reflected 
as an increase to base revenues with a corresponding decrease in the amount collected through the 
separate percentage increase in rates and charges.  It will be allocated across each service class 
based on the ratio of Rate Year delivery revenues in each class to the total Rate Year delivery 
revenues. 
 

For under or over-collections of SIT related to periods prior to October 1, 2004, the 
Company will continue the current mechanism of surcharging or crediting such amounts through 
the separate percentage increase in rates and charges.   
 

 4. Rate Design Within Each Service Class. 
 
 Starting with the rate year increases assigned to each service class, a revenue ratio for each 
class will be developed by dividing the class’ Rate Year delivery revenues by the class’ delivery 
revenues for the historical test period, (i.e., the 12-months ended December 31, 2002, the period 
for which detailed billing data were available).  The RY1 delivery revenue increases assigned to 
each class, including the SIT portion of the current revenue requirement and the recovery of $1.6 
million of low income annual rate reductions, will then be divided by each class’s revenue ratio to 
determine each class’s delivery rate increase for the historical test period.  The historical period 
delivery revenues used in these computations will include the use of the October 1, 2003 rates 
redesigned to reflect the effect of the religious rate adjustment discussed above. The proposed 
historical revenue increases will then be allocated within each class as follows: 

 
a. The minimum charge (the charge for the first three therms or less) in SC 1, 

2, and 3 will be increased by 1.5 times the overall average delivery rate 
percentage increase.   The SC 13 minimum charge and the corresponding 
SC 9 firm transportation rates, which collects minimum charges over seven 
months as opposed to twelve months, will be increased to reflect the 
increase in the SC 1, 2 and 3 minimum charges. 

 
b. The SC 1 remaining rate block (for usage over three therms per month) will 

be designed to collect the balance of the historical revenue increase assigned 
to SC 1 after accounting for the increased revenues to be collected through 
the proposed minimum charge. 
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c. As previously mentioned, the minimum charges in SC 2 and 3 will be set 
equal to the SC 1 minimum charge.  The rates applicable to the 4-90 therm 
block in SC 2 and 3 will be set equal to the proposed SC 1 block rate for 
usage over three therms.  The remaining two block rates within SC 2 and 3 
(for usage between 90-3,000 therms and for usage over 3,000 therms) will 
be set to collect each class’s respective revenue increase remaining after 
deducting the increase in annual revenues resulting from the changes to the 
minimum charges and air-conditioning rates (as explained in (d) below).  

 
d. After accounting for the increased revenues to be collected through the 

proposed SC 13 minimum charge, the remaining rate blocks in SC 13 will 
be assigned the balance of the rate increase applicable to SC 13.  The air-
conditioning rates within SC 2 and 3 will be set equal to the proposed block 
rates in SC 13. 

   
e. The Riders E, F, G and I incentive rates, for usage up to 250 therms per 

month, will be set equal to the proposed SC 2 rates.  The delivery rates for 
usage in excess of 3,000 therms per month (“terminal rate”) will be set at 
50% of the corresponding proposed SC 2 delivery rates.  To maintain the 
existing rate differential between the SC 2 penultimate and terminal rates, 
the Rider E, F, G and I delivery rates for usage between 250-3,000 therms 
(“penultimate rate”) will be set at the increased terminal rates plus the 
difference between the proposed SC 2 penultimate rate and the proposed SC 
2 terminal rate. 

  
f. No increases will be allocated to SC 14, bypass customers taking firm 

service under contract rates and to distributed generation customers taking 
service under Rider H.   

 
 Under Option B, the rate design is the same as under Option A except that the minimum 
charge (the charge for the first three therms or less of monthly gas usage) in SC 1, 2, and 3, and in 
the corresponding SC 9 firm transportation rates, will be increased by 1.30 times the overall 
average delivery percentage increase.  Similarly, the SC 13 minimum charge and the 
corresponding SC 9 firm transportation rates will be increased to reflect the increase in the SC 1, 2, 
and 3 minimum charges. 
 
B. Rate Years 2 and 3 (Option A only) 
 

For RYs2 and 3, the increased revenue requirement applicable to each respective Rate 
Year, including associated SIT but excluding gross receipt taxes, will be allocated to firm sales and 
firm transportation customers in SC 1, 2, 3, 9 and 13.  All such classes will be assigned one times 
the overall average delivery rate percentage increase.  Like RY1, a revenue ratio for each class will 
be developed by dividing the class’ Rate Year delivery revenues by the class’ delivery revenues for 
the historical test period (i.e., the twelve months ended December 31, 2002).  The Rate Year 
delivery increases assigned to each class will then be divided by each class’s revenue ratio to 
determine each class’s delivery rate increase for the historical test period 
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Except for the minimum charge applicable to SC 1, 2, 3 and 13, the historical year delivery 

rate increases assigned to each class, will be allocated within each class consistent with the 
methodology followed in Rate Year 1. The minimum charge (the charge for the first three therms 
or less of monthly gas usage) in SC 1, 2 and 3, and in the corresponding SC 9 firm transportation 
rates, will be increased by the overall average delivery percentage increase.   The SC 13 minimum 
charge and the corresponding SC 9 firm transportation rates, which collects minimum charges over 
seven months as opposed to 12 months, will be increased to reflect the increase in the SC 1, 2 and 
3 minimum charges.   

 
C. Recovery of Interruptible Plant 

 
Beginning with the First Rate Year, firm customers’ share of Non-Firm Revenues will be 

reduced to provide for recovery of the cost of plant in service applicable to interruptible and off-
peak firm customers (excluding power generation customers) as of September 30, 2004, estimated 
to be $202,137 per month.  Such cost shall be amortized over a five-year period by reducing the 
deferred balance of firm customers’ share of Non-Firm Revenues remaining at the end of each 
month.  If firm customers' share of Non-Firm Revenues in any month is insufficient to recover the 
amount of interruptible plant being amortized, the amortization will be carried over to a subsequent 
month until recovered.  Any amount remaining unrecovered at the end of five years will be 
deferred for future recovery. 

 
For the term of the Proposal, the revenues generated from each interruptible customer 

commencing service on or after October 1, 2004 under SC 12 Rate 1 and the corresponding SC 9 
subclass shall be applied to offset facility costs incurred to serve that customer.  Therefore, the 
Company will retain all such revenues from a new interruptible customer installation and exclude 
such revenues from Non-Firm Revenues.  The revenues will be applied against facility costs, 
including return and taxes associated with that customer until the investments are fully 
recovered.  Thereafter, the revenues provided by the interruptible customer will be considered 
Non-Firm Revenues and included in the non-firm revenue sharing mechanism.  Facility costs will 
be increased to reflect return and taxes. 

  
D. Low Income Rate
 

The Company will implement a low-income customer rate program targeted at low-income 
residential customers taking service under SC 1 (non-heating) and 3 (heating), and corresponding 
SC 9 customers which will provide $1.6 million of annual rate reductions on average in RY 1, RY 
2 and RY 3.  To qualify for the program, a customer must be receiving benefits under any of the 
following governmental assistance programs: Supplemental Security Income, Temporary 
Assistance to Needy Persons, Safety Net Assistance, Medicaid, or Food Stamps, or have received a 
Home Energy Assistance Program grant in the preceding 12 months.  

 
For each Rate Year, the low-income rates applicable to eligible SC 3 customers will be set 

at the full SC 3 delivery rates, including the full minimum charge (the charge for the first three 
therms or less of monthly gas usage), except that the delivery rate for monthly usage between four 
and 90 therms will be reduced by 25 percent of the full delivery rate for usage within that block.  
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For eligible SC 1 customers, the full minimum charge (the charge for the first three therms or less 
of monthly gas usage) will apply, but the delivery rate applicable to monthly usage over three 
therms will be reduced by 25 percent of the full delivery rate for usage within that block.  A 
customer receiving the low-income rate reduction will be subject to all other applicable rates and 
charges of the customer’s applicable service classification.  
 

If the Company, in consultation with active parties, estimates that the aggregate actual 
rate reductions to be provided to low income customers over the three Rate Years ending 
September 30, 2007 will exceed or be less than $4.8 million, the Company may, after 
consultation with active parties, revise the 25 percent rate reduction applicable in RY3.  Revised 
rates to implement this revision may be filed on 30 days’ notice.  If the Company determines to 
revise such percentage, the percentage rate reduction established for RY3 shall not exceed 30% 
or be less than 20% of the full delivery rate.  At the end of RY3, any difference remaining 
between $4.8 million and the aggregate actual level of low income reductions provided over the 
three Rate Years ending September 30, 2007 shall be credited or surcharged to SC 1, 2, 3 and 13 
firm customers and corresponding SC 9 firm transportation customers, including low income 
customers, as an adjustment to the Monthly Rate Adjustment over a twelve-month period, 
commencing October 1, 2007. 
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APPENDIX D
 

GAS LOST AND UNACCOUNTED FOR 
 

A. TOTAL DISTRIBUTION METHODOLOGY 

 
Item Monthly Volume Data Required Description
1 Total sendout Total citygate volumes minus Plants 

and LNG injections 
2 Firm sales & transportation Firm customers metered volumes 

prorated into each month* 
3 Off-peak firm service/Interruptible 

transportation 
SC12 Rate 2 / SC9 transport volume 
utilized during calendar month 

4 Interruptible sales SC12 Rate 1 sales utilized during the 
calendar month 

5 Company use Gas used by Company facilities 
6(2+3+4+5) Total accounted for Total usage by all gas customers 

(excluding Plants)** 
7 ((1-6)/1) 12-months loss percentage 12-months ending August data 
 
 
* In most cases, the billing period for firm customer usage crosses over two calendar 

months.  Therefore, for purposes of this calculation, firm customer usage will reflect a 
prorated volume based on the number of days in each of the two calendar months for 
the billing period for which the customer's meter is read.  

 
** Includes marketer cash-outs. 
 
 
B. SAMPLE CALCULATIONS FOR ILLUSTRATION PURPOSES ONLY 
      
 i. First Rate Year 
 
Gas Loss and Unaccounted for RY1 2.9000% 
Factor of Adjustment RY1   (1 / (1-LLF)) 1.0299 
      
The Factor of Adjustment Ratio for line losses will remain the same for RYs 2 and 3, unless the 
rolling 3-year average varies by +/- 5% from 2.9% or Line Loss Factor that is in effect. 
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 ii. Second Rate Year Scenarios 
 
For RY2, calculate the average of: 
 
12-months ending 8/31/03 (per formula) 3.1000% 
12-months ending 8/31/04 (assumed) 2.9000% 
12-months ending 8/31/05 (assumed) 3.0000%
    
3-year average (36-months ending 8/31/05) 3.0000%  
 
Note: If the average is greater than 3.045% or less than 2.755%, the Factor of Adjustment Ratio 

will be calculated using such average. 
 
Since the calculated 3-year average remains within the variation band of +/- 5%, the Factor of 
Adjustment Ratio remains the same. 
 
For RY2, the actual LLF percentage for the 12 months ending 8/31/05 would need to be greater 
than 3.135% or less than 2.2650% for the calculated 3-year average to establish a new Factor of 
Adjustment Ratio.  
 

 iii. Third Rate Year Scenarios 

For RY3, calculate the average of: 
 
12-months ending 8/31/04 (assumed)  2.9000% 
12-months ending 8/31/05 (assumed)  3.0000% 
12-months ending 8/31/06 (assumed)  3.2000%
 
3-year average (36-months ending 8/31/06) 3.0330% 
 
Note: If the average is greater than 3.045% or less than 2.755%, the Factor of Adjustment Ratio 

will be calculated using such average. 
 
Since the calculated 3-year average remains within the variation band of +/- 5%, the Factor of 
Adjustment Ratio remains the same. 
 
For RY3, the actual LLF percentage for the 12 months ending 8/31/06 would need to be greater 
than 3.235% or less then 2.3650% for the calculated 3-year average to establish a new Factor of 
Adjustment Ratio.  
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APPENDIX E 
 

STEAM RATE DESIGN 
 
 
A. Allocation of Increased Revenue Requirement: 
 
 For the First Rate Year, the total increase in the Company’s revenue requirement is 
$49,600,000, including gross receipts taxes.  In addition, there will be a decrease of $1,473,000, 
excluding gross receipts taxes, related to the roll-in of the current level of State Income Taxes 
(SIT) to base rates.  An overall pure base rate percentage increase will be developed by dividing 
the sum of the Rate Year revenue increase excluding gross receipts taxes plus the decrease related 
to the roll-in of the current level of SIT to base rates by the total Rate Year pure base revenues.  
The overall pure base rate percentage increase will then be applied to the SC 1, SC 2, SC 3, and SC 
4 Rate Year pure base revenues to determine the Rate Year increased revenue requirement for each 
class. 
 
B. State Income Taxes 
 
 Commencing October 1, 2004, SIT will be recovered through base rates.  This will replace 
the current mechanism of recovering such tax expenses as a separate percentage increase in rates 
and charges.  For under or over-collections of SIT related to periods prior to October 1, 2004, the 
Company will continue the current mechanism of surcharging or crediting such amounts through 
the separate percentage increase in rates and charges. 
 
C. Rate Design Within Each Service Class 
 
 Starting with the Rate Year increases assigned to each service class, revenue ratios will be 
developed for each class by dividing the Rate Year pure base revenues by the pure base revenues 
for the historical period (i.e., the twelve months ended June 30, 2003, the period for which detailed 
billing data were available).  The Rate Year increases assigned to each class will then be divided 
by the applicable revenue ratios in each class to determine the rate increase applicable to each class 
for the historical test period.   The rate increases will then be allocated within each class as follows: 
 

1. The SC 1, SC 2, and SC 3 customer charges will be increased by the overall pure 
base rate percentage increase.  The SC 1, SC 2 winter, and SC 3 winter block rates 
will be designed to recover the balance of the revenue requirement in each class. 

 
2. SC 4 Back-Up/Supplementary Service and SC 6 Transportation Service consist of 

rates for customers who would otherwise be served under the SC 2 (Annual Power 
Service) and SC 3 (Apartment House Service) service classifications if they did not 
require back-up/supplementary service or transportation service.  SC 4 Rate I and 
SC 6 Rate I are applicable to customers who would otherwise be served under SC 
2.  SC 4 Rate II and SC 6 Rate II are applicable to customers who would otherwise 
be served under SC 3.  The Rate I and Rate II customer charges in each SC will be 
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set equal to the SC 2 and SC 3 customer charges, respectively.  The Rate I and Rate 
II On-Peak and Off-Peak Contract Demand Charges and On-Peak and Off-Peak 
Usage Charges excluding the base cost of fuel will be increased by the overall pure 
base rate percentage increase described above. 

 
The Second Rate Year revenue allocation and rate design will follow the same procedures 

as in the First Rate Year. 
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APPENDIX F 
 

EAST RIVER REPOWERING PROJECT (ERRP) 
 

Steam-Electric Cost Allocation 
 

 
 

 Steam Electric 
Capital Costs (equipment costs and 

construction costs; engineering, 
legal, and start-up costs; and 
overheads (including AFUDC)) 
associated with 
  

• the heat recovery steam 
generators (HRSGs) and 
associated piping; 
• water treatment plant; and 
• steam and water 
interconnections.  

All Other 

Property Taxes Associated with the HRSGs and 
associated piping, water treatment 
plant, and steam and water 
interconnections. 

 
 

All Other 

O&M Processing Costs (water, 
chemicals, and water treatment 
plant labor) 

All Other 

Fuel HRSG supplemental firing only Gas 
turbines 

only 
   
 
 
 

 
 

 



 

APPENDIX G 

STEAM EARNINGS CALCULATION 
 
 
For purposes of calculating potential colder than normal weather related earnings exclusion, the net 
revenue effect of steam sales related to colder than normal weather will be calculated as follows: 
 
1. The normal weather period will be defined as the winter billing months of November – 

April, inclusive. 
 
2. Normal weather for RY1 will be defined as the average conditions over the 30 years ended 

2003 measured in terms of Heating Degree Days (HDDs).  Normal weather for RY2 will 
be defined as the average conditions over the 30 years ended 2004 as measured in terms of 
HDDs.  HDDs on a daily basis are defined as the number of degrees that the average 24-
hour dry-bulb temperature differs from a 56 degrees Fahrenheit reference when the average 
24-hour dry-bulb temperature is less than 56 degrees.  When the average 24-hour dry-bulb 
temperature equals or exceeds 56 degrees there will be no HDDs.  For example, if the 24-hr 
average dry bulb temperature for a day during the winter billing period is 40 degrees, there 
would be 16 HDDs for that day. 

 
3. For each billing cycle in each of the aforementioned billing months, a unit ($/Mlb) weather 

normalization adjustment charge or credit will be determined separately for each service 
classification. (i.e., SC 1, SC 2, and SC 3) based upon the formula noted below.  A billing 
cycle refers to the number of days between meter readings. 

 
 The weather normalization adjustment formula is: 
 
  (NHDD – AHDD) * MLBHDD * PBR 
  (BLMLB * BC) + (MLBHDD * AHDD) 
 
 Where: 
 
 NHDD -  Normal Heating Degree Days 
 AHDD -  Actual Heating Degree Days 
 MLBHDD -  Thousands of Pounds per Heating Degree Days* 
 PBR -   Penultimate Base Rate (exclusive of electric, water and chemicals cost) 
 BLMLB -  Base Load, Thousands of Pounds per Day* 
 BC -   Number of Days in the Billing Cycle 
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* The MLBHDD and BLMLB factors on a service classification basis will be 
determined by regression analysis of actual monthly service classification sales 
divided by the average number of billing days in the month and by the 
associated number of customer billing in the month vs. the number of heating 
degree days per average number of billing days in each month over the prior 
winter season (i.e., the November- April billing months).  

 
4. The determined unit charge/credit for each billing trip will be multiplied by the associated 

actual sales for that billing cycle.  The net revenue effect of the credits and charges for each 
service classification will be netted at the end of the winter period as defined above.  The 
net revenue impact (i.e., base revenue less base fuel less electric, water and chemical costs) 
per service classification will be summarized to determine the system net revenue impact.  
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APPENDIX H 
 

RECONCILIATIONS AND TRUE-UPS
 

 



 

APPENDIX I 
 

PLANT ADDITIONS 
 
 

 



 

APPENDIX J 
 
 

ESCO/MARKETER ISSUES  
 

 
Applicable to Firm Customers: 
 

1. Marketer Assignment Proposal. 

On or before April 1, 2005, Con Edison will propose changes to its gas tariff and Gas Sales 

and Transportation Operating Procedures (“GTOP”) to institute a marketer assignment program, 

under which the Company would have the right to use or acquire capacity and/or bundled sales 

used by marketers to satisfy the primary point delivery obligation.1  Prior to making the tariff 

filing, the Company will convene a meeting(s) with Staff and marketers to discuss the program 

terms and conditions the Company is contemplating, provided, however, that Con Edison may 

include in its tariff and GTOP filings such terms and conditions as the Company deems necessary 

and appropriate.  The Signatory Parties reserve their rights to comment on the proposed tariff 

changes. 

In order for marketers and Con Edison to have sufficient time to make capacity 

arrangements for the 2005/2006 Winter period, the Signatory Parties propose that the new program 

take effect on November 1, 2005 if the proposed tariff changes are made effective on or before  

                                                 
1 The Signatory Parties acknowledge that a tariff filing on this matter has been made by 

Orange and Rockland Utilities, Inc. in Case No. 02-G-1553. 
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August 1, 2005.  Otherwise, the Signatory Parties propose that the program take effect during the 

first Winter Period following the August 1st on which the proposed tariff changes are in effect. 

The implementation of a marketer assignment program does not negate the need or the 

right of Con Edison to maintain capacity reserves as are necessary to maintain reliability and to 

recover the costs of such capacity through the GCF and/or MRA. 

2.  Cash-Out Index Price. 

The Company will modify its tariff and GTOP to reflect a change in the cash-out 

mechanism for marketers serving monthly-metered firm customers. This change will incorporate a 

tiered structure that will (1) create an end-of-the-month tolerance band of plus or minus 2% for 

cumulative imbalances that would be cashed out at the midpoint of the first-of-the-month Transco 

Zone 6 City-Gate index as reported in the publication Platt’s Gas Daily (“Gas Daily”);  and (2) 

establish cash-out rates for imbalances above 2% based on a simple average of the Transco Zone 6 

City-Gate index midpoint prices as reported in Gas Daily for each day of the month in which the 

imbalance occurred.  This new structure replaces Section III pages 15-16 Subsection 3 “Cash-out 

Charge/Credit” in the Company’s GTOP.  

Modifications to Con Edison’s Transportation Customer Information System (“TCIS”) are 

required in order to implement a change of the cash-out index price.  Due to the necessity of these 

modifications, Con Edison shall not be required to implement the foregoing cash-out index price 

revisions until on or after April 1, 2005.  Con Edison shall be entitled to recover the actual 

incremental costs of such modifications from the customers’ share of Non-Firm Revenues.  In the 

event the customers’ share of Non-Firm Revenues is not adequate for such recovery, the Company 

will defer the costs for future recovery. 

2 
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3.  Operational Flow Order (“OFO”) Issuance. 

The Company will modify its tariff and/or GTOP to include language that establishes 

parameters for issuing separate OFOs for over- and under- deliveries for marketers serving firm 

customers. 

 

Applicable to Interruptible Customers (Daily Metered): 

1.  Cash-out Index Price. 

The Company will modify its current method of cash-out for end-of-month surplus and 

deficit quantities for marketers serving daily-metered interruptible customers to utilize the simple 

average of the daily midpoint prices of the Transco Zone 6 City-Gate index as reported in Gas 

Daily for the month in the which the imbalances occurred to cash out deficit imbalances and the 

simple average of daily midpoint prices of the Transco Station 65 Production Area index as 

reported in Gas Daily for the month in which the imbalances occurred to cash out surplus 

imbalances.  The Company will amend its tariff and/or GTOP to implement these changes 

effective November 1, 2004.  This new structure replaces Section IV pages 11-12 subsection 3 

“Cash-out Charge/Credit” in the Company’s GTOP.  

2.  Price Index Multiplier Mechanism (“PIM”). 

The Company will phase in a change from its current three-tier Price Index Multiplier 

(“PIM”) mechanism to a four-tier PIM mechanism applicable to imbalances for marketers serving 

daily-metered interruptible customers. The current three-tier PIM mechanism will remain in place 

for the First Rate Year and be replaced by a four-tier PIM mechanism beginning the start of the 

Second Rate Year.  Con Edison’s phase in of the four-tier PIM mechanism will provide marketers 

time to adjust their operations to incorporate the change. 

3 
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Con Edison shall be entitled to recover the actual incremental costs of such modifications 

from its customers’ share of Non-Firm Revenues.  In the event the customers’ share of Non-Firm 

Revenues is not adequate for such recovery, the Company will defer the costs for future recovery. 

 The PIM tiers for each of the Rate Years will be as follows: 

Rate Year 1 
 

Surplus Imbalances: 
 
0-10% @ 100% of Price Index 
>10-20% @ 90% of Price Index 
above 20% @ 80% of Price Index 

 
Deficit Imbalances:   
 
0-10% @ 100% of Price Index 
>10-20% @ 110% of Price Index 
above 20% @ 120% of Price Index 

 
Rate Years 2 and 3 
 

Surplus Imbalances: 
 
0-10% @ 100% of Price Index 
>10-15% @ 90% of Price Index 
>15-20% @ 85% of Price Index 
above 20% @ 70% of Price Index Summer; 60% of Price Index Winter 

 
Deficit Imbalances:   

 
0-10% @ 100% of Price Index 
>10-15% @ 110% of Price Index 
>15-20% @ 115% of Price Index 
above 20% @ 130% of Price Index – Summer; 140% of Price Index Winter 

 

3.  OFO Issuance 

The Company will modify its tariff and/or GTOP to include language that establishes 

parameters for issuing separate OFOs for over- and under deliveries- for marketers serving 

interruptible customers. 

4 
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4.   Automatic Netting of Imbalances. 

The Company, the Signatory Parties and interested marketers agree to work together to 

develop an automatic netting of imbalances approach applicable to marketers serving daily-

metered interruptible gas customers that would be implemented by November 1, 2005.  During the 

development phase of an automatic netting proposal, the Company will: (1) meet with marketers 

serving interruptible and off-peak firm customers in order to garner their input on potential 

approaches; (2) review existing LDC automatic netting programs; (3) determine the impact of 

automatic netting proposals on Con Edison’s existing balancing programs and on its customers; 

and (4) file a report with the Commission on or before February 1, 2005, outlining the Company’s 

proposal, along with implementing tariff language for automatic netting of imbalances for 

marketers serving daily-metered interruptible and off-peak firm gas transportation customers. The 

Automatic Netting Proposal will be designed to be an additional means available to marketers 

serving daily-metered interruptible and off-peak firm gas transportation customers and not as a 

replacement for any existing programs; provided, however, that the Company reserves all of its 

rights to propose changes to its existing balancing and imbalance trading programs and the 

Signatory Parties reserve all of their rights to participate in a proceeding(s) established to consider 

such changes and to take positions in furtherance of their respective interests.  In the event such a 

proposal is initiated during the term of this Proposal, Con Edison shall be entitled to recover the 

actual costs of such modifications from its customers’ share of Non-Firm Revenues.  In the event 

the customers’ share of Non-Firm Revenues is not adequate for such recovery, the Company will 

defer the costs for future recovery. 

5 
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5. Imbalance Issues 

The Signatory Parties will continue to discuss the following issues, taking into consideration, 

among other factors, system requirements, costs, and timing of possible implementation: 

 a. the feasibility of trading of imbalances between (i) interruptible daily 

metered customer pools and (ii) power generation customers; and  

 b. the applicability of using the same and/or different price indices for 

resolution of cash-out of imbalances for daily-metered, non-firm pools. 
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Appendix  A
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Rate Year
Rate Year Rate With Rate 
Forecast Increase Increase

Sales Revenues 533,110$         28,700$      561,810$         
Less Other Fuel Charges (1,781)              -             (1,781)              
Less Gross Receipts Tax (GRT) (20,265)            (1,091)        (21,356)            

Other Revenues 75,927             -             75,927             
  Net Revenues 586,990           27,609        614,599           

Operations & Maintenance Expenses 209,816           135             209,951           
Depreciation 75,665             -             75,665             
Taxes Other Than Income Taxes & GRT 107,989           -             107,989           

Total Deductions 393,470           135             393,605           

Operating Income Before Income Taxes 193,521           27,474        220,995           

Federal Income Tax 42,668             8,895          51,562             
New York State Income Taxes 10,019             2,061          12,080             

Utility Operating Income 140,833$         16,519$      157,352$         

Rate Base 1,952,261$      1,952,261$      

Rate of Return 7.21% 8.06%

$000's

Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc.
Calculation of Gas Revenue Requirement 

Case 03-G-1671
For The Twelve Months Ending September 30, 2005
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Rate Year Ending 2005 2006 2007

First Year Increase 28,700$     

Annual Increases
 - Pensions 1,700$       4,400$       
 - Book Depreciation 3,200         3,200         
 - Property Taxes (7% escalation) 6,700         7,200         
 - Plant Rate Base Additions 11,500       11,600       
 - Reserve for Stage 2&3 Increases (4,700)        (8,100)        

Total Revenue Requirements 28,700$     18,400$     18,300$     

September 30,

Consolidated Edison Company of NY, Inc.
Gas 2nd & 3rd Stage Increase

Case 03-G-1671
$ 000's
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Rate Year
Rate Year Rate With Rate 

Operating Revenues Forecast Increase Increase
Sales Revenues 384,668$         62,600$      447,268$         
Other Revenues 27,075             27,075             
Net Revenues 411,743           62,600        474,343           

Operating Expense
Fuel 197,010           197,010           
Other fuel charges 4,152               4,152               
Operations & Maintenance Expenses 133,385           133,385           
Depreciation 17,838             17,838             
Taxes Other Than Income Taxes & GRT 58,232             1,540          59,772             

Total Deductions 410,617           1,540          412,157           

Operating Income Before Income Taxes 1,126               61,060        62,186             

Federal Income Tax (9,230)              19,768        10,538             
New York State Income Taxes (1,375)              4,579          3,204               

Utility Operating Income 11,731$           36,712$      48,443$           

Rate Base 600,443$         600,651$         

Rate of Return 1.95% 8.06%

$ 000's

Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc.
Calculation of Steam Revenue Requirement 

Case 03-S-1672
For The Twelve Months Ending September 30, 2005
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Rate Year Ending 2005 2006

First Year Increase 62,600$     

Annual Increases
 - Pension & OPEBs 700$          
 - Book Depreciation 1,300         
 - Property Taxes (7% escalation) 2,700         
 - Plant Rate Base Additions 2,600         
 - Accounting Credits (Special Franchise Tax) 400            
 - Reserve for Stage 2 Increases (6,200)        

 Total Revenue Requirements 62,600$     1,500$       
 Less: estimated ERRP Savings * (29,500)      (7,300)        

Annual Customer Impact 33,100$     (5,800)$      

Two Year Phase-In of Rate Increase

 Annual  Base Rate Increase 49,600$     27,400$     
 Less: estimated ERRP Savings ** (29,500)      (7,300)        

Annual Customer Impact 20,100$     20,100$     

  * Annual Fuel Saving ($64 million) less cost of
     ERRP ($27.2 million) = $36.8 million

September 30,

Consolidated Edison Company of NY, Inc.
Steam 2nd Stage Increase

Case 03-S-1672
$ 000's
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